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Q10 If this site could be converted into public space, how would you like
to see the public space used? (Here are some examples, but please

make your own suggestions!)
Answered: 2,253 Skipped: 161

Total Respondents: 2,253  

# OTHER SUGGESTIONS (PLEASE LEAVE ANY OTHER IDEAS) DATE

1 Incorporate a few café's/restaurants 5/7/2019 4:22 PM

2 bar/restaurant area 5/7/2019 2:24 PM

3 Just a park. not too much concrete - lots of shade, native trees and areas for families, groups -
green space

5/6/2019 1:54 PM

4 A City Hopper ferry stop would be a great facility, although it would be a considerable distance
to the nearest existing stop. If the ferry stop is not feasible, then there may be space for some
gardens. Either way, suitable trees could be planted, for aesthetics and shade.

5/6/2019 11:11 AM

5 Beach volleyball court 5/4/2019 10:22 AM
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6 As per last response. As much green space as possible - and some habitat for local wildlife too -
we’re losing too much of it and the community misses it.

5/3/2019 5:39 PM

7 As others are saying, the last thing we need there is a tall high rise apartment tower. Too many
of them already. Brisbane is not Chicago or Shanghai & I hope it will never have the population
numbers of even present-day Sydney & Melbourne.

5/3/2019 4:46 PM

8 Build private apartments. 5/3/2019 2:17 PM

9 I would like to see more public spaces dedicated to providing nature spaces for meditation and
landscaping design of international eco-tourism note and permanent displays of public art and
sculpture built into these spaces. Our city is devoid of natural and built spaces which distinguish
and showcase our extraordinarily talented artists and sculptors, architects lighting and
landscape designers.

5/2/2019 7:16 PM

10 Public park with some shade trees. 5/2/2019 5:36 PM

11 There's little access to that area except by locals or by using public transport - either make it a
green space for locals essentially or have it as a destination but parking etc would need to be
considered

5/2/2019 5:09 PM

12 green space with cafes and restaurants 5/2/2019 5:00 PM

13 A native plant area - with interpretation- a mini botanical garden with local species. No barbeque
- bring-yr-own picnic only.

5/2/2019 12:06 PM

14 Shady trees 5/2/2019 7:03 AM

15 Wildlife corridor 5/1/2019 6:53 PM

16 I don't think it should have been sold, but once it's out of public hands, buying it back will pass
public funds into the hands of a private profiteer which I'm also against. If a bridge is built, the
parklands on the south side of the river become more accessible.

5/1/2019 6:03 PM

17 Open space with grass and trees 5/1/2019 3:23 PM

18 Passive green space with large trees. 5/1/2019 2:06 PM

19 A cute little park (akin to New Farm Park but in the inner west) would be really fun! 5/1/2019 1:25 PM

20 This space was vacated on the premise of its being contaminated because of a cancer cluster.
There has been no declaration of the space having been restored / decontaminated.
Consequently, it should DEFINITELY NOT be used for public access but should be made into a
dedicated green space with restrictions on public access

5/1/2019 12:08 PM

21 Outdoor gym equipment. Outdoor movies. Space where teachers can hire to host drop in
exercise classes. Somewhere for wildlife to live.

5/1/2019 10:50 AM

22 A small forest to help replace what is being lost to developers around Brisbane. To provide food
& water for native flora & fauna, to act as a small carbon sink & to help reverse some of the
governments' & council destructive decisions. Locally,nationally& globally,we need to act in a
more sustainable way to protect our � .Although small,in the grand scheme of things,what
happens to this site,could have major implications for the future of Brisbane .

5/1/2019 10:14 AM

23 People living in our community will be heathier and happier and less stressed if they have
somewhere to go so as to keep in touch with nature that has grass and trees and sunshine.
(Not shadows from another highrise)

5/1/2019 10:04 AM

24 Nit keen on a swimming pool there - too much flooding around that area. 5/1/2019 9:48 AM

25 Southbank style greenspace 5/1/2019 9:40 AM

26 Public Arts space/ Social Enterprise Hub or start up business and community workspace? 5/1/2019 9:16 AM

27 Public free speech podium; Piazza; Local Community Markets; Pop-Up Friday night Eat vans. 5/1/2019 8:50 AM

28 And nature play areas such as in Melbourne. 5/1/2019 7:42 AM

29 Space for outdoor performances Outdoor tai chi, dance etc activities Community garden 5/1/2019 6:41 AM

30 Community kitchen for homeless people to be together and learn to cook 5/1/2019 12:41 AM

31 Affordable Community housing or overnight accommodation for homeless. 5/1/2019 12:39 AM

32 A multi-purpose community hall could be used for public meetings, educational talks, local
history gatherings, low-key music events, fund-raising, arts and crafts markets, etc. An area
could be set aside for a community garden, like the successful one at Seventeen Mile Rocks
Park. Children's activities would also be beneficial.

4/30/2019 11:36 PM

33 Gardens with restaurants and bars, like Southbank. 4/30/2019 10:19 PM
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34 Something similar to the market they have in Vancover on their harbour. The Granville Island
Public Market is the jewel in the Island’s crown. An indoor market featuring a fascinating
assortment of colourful food and produce stores, showcasing handcrafted products and the very
finest in unique gifts. All fresh from the ocean, the oven or the field. The west end markets are
overflowing on the other side of the river on weekends and it will enable people on the Toowong
side of the Bridge opportunities to shop, there could be profits to be made for both government
and private industry and provide a covered market place and tourist hub ( look up Granville
Island Vancover.)

4/30/2019 10:14 PM

35 Sovereign Womens Cultural Centre 4/30/2019 10:02 PM

36 Local flora and fauna area/sanctuary 4/30/2019 9:27 PM

37 A green space! With outdoor gym facilities, picnic facilities, disability friendly playground and
equipment, whatever we can fit in for the people to enjoy

4/30/2019 9:20 PM

38 Anything that could be enjoyed by families, enhance the appearance of the area and create
recreational / community interaction would be an asset.

4/30/2019 8:27 PM

39 Could connect with the walking and bike way to the city along the river. 4/30/2019 7:43 PM

40 There is insufficient public space remaining in Toowong with the density in the area increasing
so dramatically

4/30/2019 7:29 PM

41 Toowong and the Brisbane river have a shortage of parks and public spaces - and an over
abundance of cycling paths. Selling to development would clearly be a short term solution for
funds, and not in the interest of the public or local community that is quickly dwindling as
developers and workers move to Toowong.

4/30/2019 7:25 PM

42 Please just don’t forget that there are residence either side of the building currently. We’ve had
a lot of building in the past couple of years and it’s not fun. I feel like I lost a lot of privacy whilst
I’ve been living there

4/30/2019 7:19 PM

43 bridge 4/30/2019 6:32 PM

44 any, as long as the bridge is happening 4/30/2019 6:28 PM

45 Mirror what is at Orleigh Park for those of us in the West. It is too late to buy back, but any
development should return amenity to the public.

4/30/2019 6:15 PM

46 Public hall should have a proper dance floor. 4/30/2019 6:04 PM

47 There are several so called parks in my area. But they're not designed to be garden parks with
lovely trees and local native plants. Most are either empty spaces like Guyatt Park, or are used
occasionally as athletic grounds, as is Perrin Park and Gailey Rd. These very occasional
athletic/cricket/football uses could still exist along with areas of lovely parkland, with seats and
plants and shade. It's sad we don't have gardens in these parks. They could very easily be
called sportsgrounds. Sad. There's so much research about healthy places, healthy people.
What about a community vegie garden - that would be marvellous. So easy to get started. The
old CSIRO site off Meiers Rd will now have 50 big townhouses. This lovely place on the river
needed to be saved - but the govnt wanted to sell it off. So there is now only a tiny sliver of
space. Very sad.

4/30/2019 5:54 PM

48 Something a bit more imaginative please. These are all very pedestrian options. Why not task
town planning with doing a good job on the co design instead of these low value public space
ideas.

4/30/2019 5:41 PM

49 A new bridge across to West End would need to be integrated so as to leave plenty of open
space as garden.

4/30/2019 5:34 PM

50 Natural area with trees to entice birds, butterflies, and small mammals to the area. 4/30/2019 4:59 PM

51 Electric vehicle chargers and connection to the public transport hub of towoong. 4/30/2019 4:44 PM

52 continue Riverwalk towards UQ, in an effort to continue off-street Riverwalk in Toowong. ABC
site is a strategic location for Riverwalk

4/30/2019 4:08 PM

53 Underground parking to serve users of the space and CityCat commuters. The Regatta Citycat
stop is vital but has no parking.

4/30/2019 3:58 PM

54 The lovely old house on the site could be put to use for exhibitions including a permanent
exhibition dedicated to the stories of the Indigenous people of south-east QLD

4/30/2019 3:11 PM

55 Gardens that are directed towards inhabiting native wildlife with signs educating the community
about the wildlife to gain respect and knowledge, a community garden with classes on inner city
edible & native gardens/composting/bee hives. Brisbane is growing so fast with so many walks
of life, it's be great to educate all on helping keep Brisbane green clean and sustainable for its
future.

4/30/2019 2:40 PM
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56 I would like to see the space be a biodiverse habitat and parkland. I would not want to see
overly manicured gardens or lawn with no real biodiversity value or habitat for native fauna. A
large chunk of wild space so close to the inner city would be a tremendous asset for Brisbane. I
would love to see an indoor spot for community gatherings.

4/30/2019 2:25 PM

57 This area of Brisbane is becoming incredibly high density and multicultural, and backyards are
increasingly either non-existent or tiny for most people. How amazing it would be to have
community food gardens, especially giving people from other cultures the chance to grow
traditional food plants and share this knowledge with the community. This could be the glue for
the diverse group of residents, both old and new, in this area. Successful multiculturalism needs
leadership that is proactive; it doesn't just happen without effort. Also, it would be wonderful
especially for families so children have the opportunity to see how food grows - there is so much
evidence that this is absolutely vital. There is an increasing older population in this area too, and
community gardens would be terrific for them to access as well. Gardening and green space
has major physical and mental health benefits for this group of people. Opportunities to acquire
a large public space are surely limited, especially next to a major transport node such as
Toowong which makes it accessible to so many, and this opportunity should not be wasted!

4/30/2019 2:01 PM

58 Just don't put in yet another building. 4/30/2019 1:51 PM

59 Gardens incorporating the bridge to west end as well as bike facilities. Art studios? 4/30/2019 1:51 PM

60 Soil testing for residual harmful chemicals a necessity 4/30/2019 1:42 PM

61 Green space, parkland, public pool (to replace the one that was once across the road!),
anything other than yet another commercial development.

4/30/2019 1:41 PM

62 it has to be very green and shady and useful for kids to run around I am sick of all the tall
apartment developments and no greenery so if we have apartment blocks where do kids go to
play?????????????? on tiny balconies??????????

4/30/2019 1:32 PM

63 Open green space 4/30/2019 1:27 PM

64 Trees and gardens with undercover chairs tables and maybe BBQ 4/30/2019 1:25 PM

65 Should definitely be all native plants to provide refuge for native fauna. Could also include a
section of edible native plants to promote community interaction with our native resources.
Interpretive signage to educate visitors on the importance of preserving native plants and habitat
in urban landscapes. Adding tips for growing native plants in the home and backyard would also
be amazing.

4/30/2019 1:17 PM

66 Shade 4/30/2019 1:00 PM

67 All of the above plus some restaurants 4/30/2019 12:58 PM

68 Middenbury House would be an ideal centre for local history and indigenous groups to have a
permanent display. Meeting rooms would be welcomed by these groups

4/30/2019 12:56 PM

69 Include an off lead dog area for the increasing number of residents who live in appartments. 4/30/2019 12:55 PM

70 Very special consideration - many options too numerous to list here - would involve many public
meetings as a "Public" version similar to "Town Plan - Vision for Brisbane".

4/30/2019 12:55 PM

71 Nature playground Space for lunchtime, before and after work active and passive space. Eg.
Yoga, catchup, PT. It’ll be a great meeting space for those catching ferries, going to toowong
train station, cyclist, crossing the bridge from west end. So many connections for people and
places. It’ll make westend more accessible for westsiders.

4/30/2019 12:22 PM

72 À very accessible green space could be created on an empty site at 160 Macquarie St, St Lucia.
It is on the Toowong to UQ bike path, City Cat stop and Bus 412 are nearby. Smyth Creek is on
one side, the River on the other plus a huge significant landscape tree. Ideal for FISHING and
RECREATION.

4/30/2019 12:07 PM

73 Seek input from the traditional owners . From my perspective incorporate traditional owners (
theme influence ) as Toowong and Indooroopilly are all Asian oriented . A little balance would
be welcomed.

4/30/2019 11:56 AM

74 Dog off leash park 4/30/2019 11:55 AM

75 Park with sculptures, fountains, outdoor libraries and reading places. A chilling place with a
water view.

4/30/2019 11:46 AM

76 No single idea / use but a mixture of amenities. Much depends on the size of the area. 4/30/2019 11:42 AM

77 Think creative garden spaces a la Barcelona and Gaudi 4/30/2019 11:31 AM
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78 The gardens could promote experimental species. Would prefer interpreting “gardens” as
mainly trees because, apart from the urgent need for more shade, trees will make a valuable
contribution to the environment.

4/30/2019 11:31 AM

79 Not sure of dimensions of land - this would possibly effect potential usages 4/30/2019 11:26 AM

80 Fenced dog off-leash area Green space/public park with trees planted for future generations to
enjoy shade in this lovely part of Brisbane

4/30/2019 11:21 AM

81 May be flooded so preferably not a use that will be disrupted too much by flood water.
Playground equipment could also be useful.

4/30/2019 11:20 AM

82 It really depends on identified needs and the capacity of the site. It should not replicate existing
facilities close by ie. swimming pool at Toowong Village? The use needs to augment community
and existing useage along the river.

4/30/2019 11:13 AM

83 Try to resist the temptation to overdevelop the space. Leave it as gardens and open space as
much as possible. There is no parking there, so I believe it would defeat,the purpose if much
needed green space in Toowong becomes a hodge podge of recreational facilities.

4/30/2019 11:10 AM

84 skate park keeps teenagers occupied in healthy outlets. a small skate park and basketball court
would promote healthy lifestyle. skaters would be able to use to bridge to get to the park. maybe
safe bicycle lockers for those who cycle to toowong but have nowhere to lock their bikes.

4/30/2019 11:08 AM

85 There is a great need for adult playgrounds for adults with disability to move in and on safely...
not just a Liberty swing. Adult size swings / hillocks to climb up and roll down.... adult climbing .
Ask Flipside Circus for ideas... thee is one in Sydney/ norhtern Victoria.

4/30/2019 11:00 AM

86 And a bridge to west end 4/30/2019 10:54 AM

87 A public park or protected green space (e.g. purchased by Bushland levy) 4/30/2019 10:52 AM

88 Community farm 4/30/2019 10:50 AM

89 The Regatta ferry stop is close enough, so don't need one of those. 4/30/2019 10:47 AM

90 Green space with grass and trees. 4/30/2019 10:44 AM

91 I recommend that half the site be acquired for park development and the project be funded by
the Commonwealth from the funds they received from the developers

4/30/2019 10:40 AM

92 A mixed use area would be great. 4/30/2019 10:38 AM

93 Aboriginal Cultural Centre and Gathering place with Aboriginal people managing the designated
area

4/30/2019 10:38 AM

94 Please make something beautiful. 4/30/2019 10:37 AM

95 We want park space.....Never building again....too much on this street.. cause too ugly and bad
traffics.... Just green park for evryone to sit on ground and enjoy with families members!!!

4/30/2019 10:32 AM

96 A community garden like on Southbank where BCC maintains and harvests but general people
can have access to the grown produce and be part of the process of planting and learning about
gardening.

4/30/2019 10:30 AM

97 And a bridge! A great place to watch the fireworks from. There is not enough green space in
toowong with all the new apartments. Native flora should be planted to encourage native insects
and birds.

4/30/2019 10:25 AM

98 I think combined commercial/public space would be ok - like Southbank - as long as pleasant
public gardens/space

4/30/2019 10:24 AM

99 Underground tunnels should be built for public transport and east west motor vehicle traffic
under the city.

4/29/2019 9:56 PM

100 Since the Toowong Pool closed the nearest is the UQ pool which is not as nice or as close as
the Toowong pool was.

4/29/2019 7:49 PM

101 A parking station of two or three levels so as not to encroach on to much land space for people
wanting to picnic or BBQ or just walk around or go for a ferry ride to the other side of the river.

4/29/2019 5:32 PM

102 A space to compliment the push for outdoor healthy activities 4/29/2019 11:54 AM

103 Indoor pool with park on top a bit like Barangaroo in Sydney, put the road to the uni
underground pas the abc site and extend the park to join the Toowong shopping centre

4/29/2019 11:53 AM

104 The hall, public pool and basket ball court would be better suited to less high density/traffic
area.The simplicity of the space with gardens and BBQ areas would be ideal.The more it is
about green space the better for all of us.

4/29/2019 11:08 AM
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105 If the bridge isn't built then a City Hopper ferry stop would be great. 4/29/2019 8:38 AM

106 skateboarding, parkour, pump track 4/29/2019 6:25 AM

107 Bridge 4/29/2019 6:03 AM

108 That side of the river has more than enough ferry stops. The West End side desperately needs
another!

4/29/2019 5:54 AM

109 Outdoor roller rink and open sky cinema. 4/29/2019 5:19 AM

110 Don’t know 4/29/2019 4:56 AM

111 A natural amphitheatre within a public park, for groups to congregate and practice public
speaking/stand-up comedy, etc.

4/29/2019 2:55 AM

112 It needs a range of community facilities based upon demographic and proximity / access to
existing facilities.The space should be green( reasonable amount of grass and vegetation) and
open Not a plaza with hard surface and filled with stuff. The land should be rezoned and
resumed- cheaper than private market.

4/29/2019 2:26 AM

113 A school 4/28/2019 10:26 PM

114 Child friendly, including playground equipment and safety fencing from both the river and Coro
drive.

4/28/2019 8:32 PM

115 A city hopper ferry stop with parking. At present Residents in my area cannot use citycats
during working hours as all parking at UQ, Guyatt Pk, Regatta and Park Rd is either taken by
students or commuters or has a 2-hour limit which is quite restrictive given the length/speed of
most citycat trips.

4/28/2019 6:02 PM

116 Markets Yoga Small amphitheater for street performers Interactive play area for children 4/28/2019 5:43 PM

117 Either a park similar to orleigh park on the west end side where people can have picnics/bbqs or
the ampitheatre next to the goodwill bridge at southbank would be ideal

4/28/2019 12:59 PM

118 I like the covered but open spaces such as large gazebos that can be used for events (at a
profit for council) or public meetings of various kinds

4/28/2019 1:31 AM

119 Water playground 4/27/2019 11:29 AM

120 Perhaps an amphitheatre? 4/27/2019 10:34 AM

121 Community Garden Part of the park, landscaping, should feature natives and Aboriginal culture 4/27/2019 10:10 AM

122 Tennis court, parklands, dog friendly 4/27/2019 9:46 AM

123 City Cycle station. 4/27/2019 9:39 AM

124 Not necessary as people could walk or cycle to the excellent park and facilities already be Int
provided at West End.

4/27/2019 7:21 AM

125 Adult playground!! (Or child's playground big enough for adults) 4/26/2019 10:00 PM

126 Literally anything that isnt apartments. A park would mean many things to many people as there
are less and less green spaces in the inner city suburbs

4/26/2019 9:30 PM

127 Kids play ground 4/26/2019 8:53 PM

128 Cycling paths, playgrounds 4/26/2019 8:30 PM

129 the river is the attraction. Make it a beautiful place to look at the river with the potential for
coping with regualr flooding

4/26/2019 8:22 PM

130 Urban native forest park... like the forested areas of south bank 4/26/2019 8:14 PM

131 Green space is very important, there are already enough buildings 4/26/2019 7:34 PM

132 na 4/26/2019 5:18 PM

133 Dog park 4/26/2019 4:31 PM

134 There’s enough ferry terminals on the Toowong side of the river. 4/26/2019 3:59 PM

135 Large trees 4/26/2019 2:40 PM

136 I imagine it could be like a mini Southbank parklands with some outdoor events and plenty of
open recreational space

4/26/2019 2:28 PM

137 Greenspace or maybe a community garden or both. 4/26/2019 2:17 PM

138 A community music/theatre/reception venue and gardens, ponds trees and bbqs. 4/26/2019 11:01 AM
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139 Outdoor table tennis tables such as at Guyatt Park. Attractive covered rotundas with seating and
tables for family picnics in all weather. A big effort on the garden design including some big tree
plantings. Name of park dedicated to ABC employees previously at the site.

4/26/2019 10:22 AM

140 I think there could be more facilities for the older generations. That’s why a community centre
would be great

4/26/2019 10:20 AM

141 Community gardens with edibles can be an excellent way to bring together members of the
community, as shown by the Micah-funded projects in West End. I would love to see these
spread, along with the excellent community composting hubs, into new green spaces to support
our urban ecosystems and build community resilience and activation!

4/26/2019 9:33 AM

142 Landscape water features - garden pools, rock creeks, small water falls, small wetlands.... 4/26/2019 8:57 AM

143 I assume there's other opportunities in Toowong for indoor space which would be suited to
smaller sites, so I think using this site as outdoor green space with a garden, children's
playground and grassy area would make the most of it. If there's some shelter from the road, it
would be a great place for a picnic.

4/25/2019 10:07 AM

144 Mustn’t be too costly. A green space for the folks who have moved into the many newly erected
high rises in the vicinity

4/25/2019 9:13 AM

145 We desperately need a professional chamber music venue which is not too expensive to hire.
The ABC space would be perfect as long as there was also some public space around it too.

4/24/2019 12:51 PM

146 My first job out of Uni was at the ABC at Toowong, working as a researcher on the 7.30 Report -
so I know the site well! It's a magical place - as are all places on the Brisbane River - to watch
the water flow by, take in the activity that's happening on the water, and enjoy the Queensland
sunshine. It would be fantastic to see it transform into a shady park, with space for the
community to relax or kick a ball, have a bbq or picnic, go for a swim in a public pool - and
appreciate some beautiful public art!

4/24/2019 9:28 AM

147 More cycling routes through that area would be amazing. Less the less interaction I have with
roads the better.

4/24/2019 9:19 AM

148 Native trees and shrubs gardens around site 4/24/2019 9:05 AM

149 A stage or raised platform would be excellent to incorporate- we’re hard-pressed to find evening
events that aren’t held in local pubs and bars. A little community library would be lovely, too.

4/23/2019 11:39 PM

150 Improving the bikeways, as in this part is very narrow 4/22/2019 9:57 PM

151 Use the existing old house as the community hall. 4/21/2019 3:40 PM

152 The site is big enough for a new school which is desperately needed for the inner west area. It
can be planned with pool & garden space that the school can share and bring top class learning
opportunities for our kids. A series of raised 3 to 4 levels high buildings (address flood issues)
with many open vintage points will allow local to still enjoy the river views. Th shared community
garden will provide many opportunities to bring the local & school community together as well as
many environmental and eco learning for the school kids. Our area is in depesrate need of a
new school. If the site is big enough, it can be a combined prep-12 school as Indooroopilly high
school is also getting way too big & crowded along with our primary schools in Toowong,
Ironside & Indooroopilly.

4/20/2019 9:01 AM

153 Any kind of public parkland that could be enjoyed by the community because there is a lack of
public open space.

4/19/2019 6:53 PM

154 Playground for the littles 4/19/2019 10:49 AM

155 Open green space with or without BBQ area and play ground for kids. 4/19/2019 9:53 AM

156 Something in the style of South Bank parklands (on a much smaller scale) would be a great
addition to Toowong which is currently an urban concrete mess (with the exception of
Bicentennial Bikeway). Bicentennial Bikeway could be extended to this site with a river walk
linking the Regatta ferry terminal end of the bikeway to the site.

4/19/2019 9:21 AM

157 I think a spot for outdoor movies with pop up food and drink tents for local vendors to make a
profit would be good, maybe highlight local artists with weekend concerts

4/18/2019 5:36 PM

158 Outdoor movie theatre with food and drink tents. 4/18/2019 5:29 PM

159 Gardens, Playgrounds and BBQs 4/18/2019 11:21 AM

160 Parks, Gardens, Sport facilities and the Pedestrian and Cyclist Bridge 4/18/2019 10:08 AM

161 Include a small playground/ water playground 4/18/2019 8:01 AM

162 Pool / beach to replace the Toowong pool which was built in 1909 and demolished in 2001 4/17/2019 8:54 PM
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163 I dont really care 4/17/2019 8:40 PM

164 Landing point for bridge and if possible most of the above 4/17/2019 8:20 PM

165 Something like River Quay would be nice. 4/17/2019 7:37 PM

166 Green space would be wonderful, as there is so much high-rise development already in the
neighbourhood. Toowong needs a riverside park where the locals can have a picnic or BBQ by
the river. I don't think sports space is appropriate, and nor would I like to see a community hall
or other buildings. Let's just have a lovely park!

4/17/2019 11:33 AM

167 A mixed use public space. For example; Park sports facilitues cafes and farmers markets 4/17/2019 1:14 AM

168 Bicycle path along the river all the way to UQ 4/16/2019 5:59 PM

169 An Epcurious style garden, along the lines of the one at South Bank, a scented garden, a
garden illustrating how to best use native plants

4/16/2019 1:21 PM

170 Really need a pool in the area 4/16/2019 12:07 PM

171 Maintained public park on the river and a bridge over to West End. Put a cafe or two in the
heritage building. Life could be so sweet.

4/16/2019 12:06 PM

172 Just a green space park. There are so many parks with playgrounds in the electorate it’d be
nice to have a simple park filled with grass and trees only.

4/16/2019 10:06 AM

173 Road bridge 4/16/2019 8:09 AM

174 Trees 4/16/2019 7:18 AM

175 Outdoor performing space for local music (Amphitheatre, Stage etc. may not be viable due to
the terrain).

4/15/2019 10:43 PM

176 Build a community garden where local residents could grow and harvest free-for-all produce.
The heritage building could be used as a space for conducting workshops around gardening.

4/15/2019 9:41 PM

177 Epicurious garden An arboretum of native trees A boardwalk over the river at the park's edge
Public mooring for visiting watercraft

4/15/2019 7:25 PM

178 Parking would have to be a consideration and as the site is prone to flooding this would need to
be taken into account.

4/15/2019 3:21 PM

179 An outdoor theatre space (perhaps like the one in the Botanical Gardens) for community events,
local musicians and acts to perform on. Sunday afternoon jazz performances, school recitals,
local buskers.

4/15/2019 3:08 PM

180 From the Toowong site, a riverside walk and bike path to UQ would be ideal. (It is past private
property but so is the New Farm walk and bike path.)

4/15/2019 11:37 AM

181 This side of Toowong is lacking green spaces and this park would be such a fantastic addition.
Seeing how popular parks like Gyatt Park is, I can only imagine how popular this one would be.

4/14/2019 3:57 PM

182 Huts (connected to BBQ), music stand, general hut that can be hired to sell things like ice
cream, fresh produce, cycle path

4/14/2019 3:45 PM

183 It would be wonderful to have a park on the river that rivalled New Farm park for picnics, bbq
and birthday parties

4/13/2019 4:04 PM

184 Fenced off leash area for dogs! 4/13/2019 2:53 PM

185 Riverfront park! 4/13/2019 2:41 PM

186 Even partial purchase 4/13/2019 2:40 PM

187 Restaurant/Cafe 4/13/2019 8:33 AM

188 There are many young families and students living in small apartments in the inner west. It
would great if there could be additional shaded, outdoor play equipment for local kids that don't
have back yards. Or place or students where students can have bbq or picinic with friends, who
wouldn't otherwise be able to socialise in their appartments. Combining this with a public
swimming would greatly enrich people's quality of life.

4/12/2019 2:09 PM

189 playground, fishing wharf, outdoor music/performance venue like southbank 4/11/2019 2:42 PM

190 Any green space area or facility that is free for the community to use. There has been so much
development in that vicinity that green space is vital to soften the concrete jungle feel. If it is
linked up with a green bridge it will be a wonderful asset to that pocket of Toowong.

4/11/2019 1:50 PM

191 A garden to feature plant species indigenous to the banks of the Brisbane River. Built and
commercial structures would reduce available space. Maximise accessibility for all members of
the public.

4/11/2019 8:38 AM
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192 Any opportunity to extend the bike path further around the bend to UQ / St Lucia? Is any of this
possible as part of a smaller scale development to help off-set costs? A public pool would be
awesome.

4/11/2019 7:17 AM

193 Primarily gardens and space for quiet reflection such as the community garden at SouthBank
and the Japanese garden at Mt Coitha Botanic Gardens. Both attract visitors who quietly
appreciate the space and sit in quiet reflection - respite from the city.

4/11/2019 7:04 AM

194 City Hopper should shuttle into Regatta CityCat stop. 4/10/2019 11:08 PM

195 Creative Space/Hub where artists can exhibit their work 4/10/2019 9:42 PM

196 Exercise equipment 4/10/2019 9:21 PM

197 There are a lot of young people in the Toowong/ West End area - they would use outdoor
spaces such as basketball courts.

4/10/2019 5:46 PM

198 This could be a place to sit and view the city lights or observe movements on the river. It would
be a great place for exercise groups to meet and for groups of friends to meet up if there are
facilities to encourage this.

4/10/2019 3:39 PM

199 Green space! Trees, relaxing area, and a composting hub for toowong. 4/10/2019 3:06 PM

200 Why not put the school there? 4/10/2019 3:03 PM

201 Facilities like a pool or BBQs would need adequate parking, because usually they attract
families who need cars to transport kids with bags and equipment etc. Picnic spot is a nice idea,
but frankly it's a little too close to the main road - there are noise concerns and in general it
would feel too busy. Gardens and a basketball court I like better, because
walkers/runners/cyclists can stop there to enjoy the space casually between work and home. A
ferry stop would be fantastic - Toowong is a huge transit hub for buses and trains, so if the ferry
system is linked in it would be very useful.

4/10/2019 12:34 PM

202 A designated council booking, river front site could be created, perhaps with a gazebo/ rotunda
to attract weddings and childrens birthdays etc, (much like New Farm Park Rotunda although it
wouldn't need to be so big). Designated booking sites are currently cost incurring, with charges
of around $320 per 2 hour booking, which could help greatly towards the cost of maintaining the
park (and possible bridge). Please note some permitted vehicle access would be needed for
loading and unloading of hire equipment e.g. wedding chairs etc. If you would like to explore this
idea further I would be very happy to discuss.

4/10/2019 11:53 AM

203 I don’t live in Toowong so I think it should be up to local residents there who know best what
they need in that area

4/9/2019 9:36 PM

204 It would be a fantastic multi purpose site. Great for a green bridge and so much more! Could
this be a good spot for a small school??? Middenbury house could be converted into a
community center that could be used for all manner of public purposes, it could even be rented
out for a social enterprise that would service the community. Play groups, art classes, fitness
classes and so much more.

4/9/2019 9:05 PM

205 How will those living in outer suburbs get any advantage from this park, it sounds Ike this is for
inner city dwellers that already have numerous parks and open spaces.

4/9/2019 7:06 PM

206 A low cost hail and ride ferry service rather than a city hopper using the old cross river ferry
boats would be more appropriate for Toowong

4/9/2019 5:10 PM

207 More green, outdoor space is needed around Brisbane! 4/9/2019 3:03 PM

208 Makes total sense to give West End a City Cat ferry stop...we were promised this when we
bought in .west End

4/9/2019 4:06 AM

209 a landing site for new bridge to west end 4/9/2019 1:31 AM

210 Public space with a jump-off point for the pedestrian cycle bridge. 4/8/2019 9:51 PM

211 Habitat 4/8/2019 9:37 PM

212 Public use pleasant space could be part of the entrance to the cycle/footbridge as it is for the
Southwest end of the Kurilpa Bridge.

4/8/2019 9:24 PM

213 Car parking access must also be considered. Very limited free parking, most is private (eg
Toowong tower etc)

4/8/2019 9:06 PM
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214 These questions are a bit leading, but I'll put it to one side. While I ticked the box "selling was a
good idea", I did so in the knowledge that the ABC has just built an expensive new
headquarters at Southbank. Money does not grow on trees. It would be wonderful if it did. And
like everyone, I'd like something for nothing. (And yes, I am a strong supporters of tax reform so
the wealthy pay more. But that's not happening). So in the context of a less-than-ideal world,
yes, I think living within your means is a "good idea". I'd be interested if you'd asked "Was
selling the ABC site at Toowong so they could build a one headquarters (without cancer
clusters) at Southbank a good idea?", you might have got different replies.

4/8/2019 8:03 PM

215 Is this site still contaminated? This site would make a wonderful green space 4/8/2019 7:48 PM

216 Community art gallery. Adventure playground/nature play space. South bank’s playgrounds are
overrun and the city desperately needs more inner city spaces like this. Community groups need
meeting rooms that have disabled access d d are fenced to keep small children safe.

4/8/2019 7:10 PM

217 Units 4/8/2019 7:06 PM

218 The area is not specially an area that would be well utilised as a park area I don’t believe. 4/8/2019 6:47 PM

219 ferry stop not needed if bridge gives access to City Cat terminal 4/8/2019 6:34 PM

220 Trees. 4/8/2019 6:33 PM

221 None of the above. Coronation drive is far too busy to support green space in this area. 4/8/2019 6:23 PM

222 Skate park 4/8/2019 6:16 PM

223 A skate/BMX facility is very much needed in West End/South Brisbane 4/8/2019 5:37 PM

224 Car park 4/8/2019 5:35 PM

225 Share ride spot for students 4/8/2019 5:27 PM

226 -Community gardens (similar to Rocks Riverside Park in Seventeen Mile Rocks) - Water park
for children -BBQs for community by the river

4/8/2019 1:37 PM

227 Cannabis Cafe. As the world prepares to end criminalization of cannabis consumers, as they
once did with homosexuality, there is no place in the state for the stigmatized to legally gather.
A cafe could be created at a distance, perhaps height, which could keep consumers away from
they haters. there are hundreds of such places overseas from Amsterdam to Toronto and LA.
People fondly recall their experiences at such places as memorable, even designing travel for
that special purpose. Given UQ has been global center of anticannabis propaganda via prof W
Hall misguing the WHO for decades, this would be a nice turn around now the rest of the world
including the UN are seeing Cannabis consumers as people often self medicating a health
problem. Given the high rate of stres, mental illness and substance in the community. The
World Health Organizations prediction the burden of mental illness will double again (
antidepressant use doubled during the last decade also), it would be revolutionary to offer an
alternative that the State Hospitals are refusing to support for therapeutic use, evern with
anxiety, depression and psychosis stemming from PTSD which psyche drugs can't treat without
risk of substance abuse, suicide, and premature death. There could be State supply, a State
farm, perhaps in conjunction with Ag dept of University, to help quality and affordablity. The
ABC via Health Journalist Dr Norman Swan has also dropped the ball on this one, making any
new cannabis venture a landmark for such information which the public has prevented from
even knowing..including that Cannabis may be used in psychosis (for relief), not cause it,
indeed cannabis reducs mortality by over 50% in middle aged schizophrenics, as I show in
attached letter re same
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vzxKnyiPmQdf82deXK4sjfPxQ_TXESCnyTlNAKjLOdM/e
dit?usp=sharing How revolutionary would it be to create a peaceful and pleasant place for
people to enjoy feeling good, free of physical and emotional pain, not in a closet of shame..we
need some great leap forward with this, including fully legal. Thanks for your support wrt
Cannabis. I wish I could be there, but I have tickets to see Nahko and Medicine for the People a
fellow adoptee who has a greatv spiritual message about love from pain(healing) and is a fellow
adoptee..I will be sending you postive energy from the Triffid that night..i know it's pipe dreams
but may-be one day..by the way highly intelliegnet people such as UQ graduates are prone to
psychosis and have fled the persecution in Qld for using Cannabis for Northern NSW, I have
met quite a few..lets help them closer to home, and many others who have a desperate desire
for the relief cannabis gives but no place to go..of course other places may be more appropriate
for this..I keep eyeing off the old Wesrc End Police Station in Boundary St, perhaps because it
is similar in style to Australia's only Cannabis cafe, The Oasis in Nimbin. Brisbane needs an
oasis or two for people with all sorts of probvlems that Doctors and Hospitals are only willing to
drug them, in my case almost to death, and others I have witnessed as Medical doctor and in
my family.

4/7/2019 6:58 AM

228 a modern public park. No retail, especially not coffee. 4/5/2019 9:04 PM

229 Public housing 4/4/2019 8:57 PM
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230 Space suitable for community theatre group rehearsals and similar 4/4/2019 6:24 PM

231 Unbroken Bikeway (not lane) connection to the Western Freeway Bikeway. 4/4/2019 5:06 PM

232 I am not sure if this specific site floods but keeping it as gardens (not infrastructure) would
provide a low cost/maintenance space which also provides a green space for people to use and
habitat for animals.

4/4/2019 3:06 PM

233 Active outdoor gym 4/4/2019 2:27 PM

234 Open parkland similar to Roma St and Southbank Parklands. Parkland that encourages people
from all over and makes use of natural fauna and riverfront land. Something that could possibly
become a tourist destination as well. Tourism in Toowong could increase retail demand that is
desperately needed in the area.

4/4/2019 10:22 AM

235 A cross between a park and southbank. - space for people to relax and enjoy, come somewhere
quiet away from hustle and bustle of city, open garden space - place for families: frisbee, BBQ's,
sport courts, possibly a public pool - need to ensure that it is well maintained and not forgotten
about

4/4/2019 10:06 AM

236 The community hall should house a community centre/hub so that there's always someone
around which makes these spaces feel safer and therefore attract more visitors/users.

4/4/2019 9:34 AM

237 Clean up the river and include a river bath! 4/4/2019 8:55 AM

238 Footbridge 4/3/2019 7:52 PM

239 Native plants, community vegie/herb garden, make the most of the river views 4/3/2019 6:38 PM

240 I do like the idea of a community hall but would also favour a covered rotunda or bandstand
large enough for community performers and creative groups to use as an outdoor stage,
perhaps encircled by a grassed area, with also a ring of large trees for shade.

4/3/2019 4:09 PM

241 As long as it’s got a cricket pitch 4/3/2019 2:51 PM

242 As little "grass" and European-style gardens as possible - involve First Nations peoples and
cultivate a space that the land can sustain. A place with sparse bushland and perhaps picnic
areas spread around would be lovely

4/3/2019 2:13 PM

243 Something similar to Gardens Point... Toowong is becoming more like a concrete jungle 4/3/2019 1:58 PM

244 Park and gardens 4/2/2019 1:39 PM

245 Challenging playgrounds that involve some risk taking suitable for all ages and abilities. Dog of
leash area.

4/1/2019 7:51 PM

246 Lots of trees! Big trees! Fig trees! Also free public wifi and power points so people can do things
like study outside. And a community garden, and public composting so that people who don’t
have their own backyards can dispose of their food waste in a sustainable way.

4/1/2019 6:35 PM

247 I don’t think it should be converted to a public space 4/1/2019 5:15 PM

248 A semi open meeting/assembly area/amphitheatre for performances, public events, and
perhaps with capacity for private hire for weddings, etc.

4/1/2019 2:48 PM

249 A public pool would be most appropriate since the loss of the historic Toowong Municipal Baths
formerly located across the road from this site

4/1/2019 10:28 AM

250 Ferry Street in West End was called that because it is where the original ferry used to run to. At
a minimum, I feel that the city hopper should be reinstated.

3/31/2019 6:16 PM

251 Dog park with separate fenced area for small dogs. (Public Hall will create too much noise &
negative impacts for existing high density neighbourhood)

3/31/2019 9:30 AM

252 Leave it green. Nothing but seats and shade. The test plants 3/31/2019 7:34 AM

253 Skatepark Small community bouldering rockclimbing wall, much like in Melbourne along the
Maribyrnong River Trail

3/30/2019 10:13 PM

254 It should be a combination of ideas but ultimately should come down to what the people in that
area would use it for the most. You should definitely do a community consultation for it.

3/30/2019 2:17 PM

255 If the ABC buildings are still on the site, they could be converted to cohousing style mixed
housing (i.e. rental units, some of them set aside for low income people, and some community
spaces for the residents to share facilities (e.g. laundry, table tennis/pool table, Vegetable
gardens, bbq space). Intending residents could take part in planning the design and layout of
the compex, and the individual units. See online, the Nightingale method for cohousing in
apartment buildings, and the Pinkarra cohousing development created by Fremantle City
Council in the 1990s with resident participation.

3/30/2019 1:29 PM
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256 Provide an improved bike path along Coro Drive to improve the substandard and unsafe
existing path that runs along the Coro Drive facing side of the ABC site at present.

3/30/2019 5:58 AM

257 BBQs, kids play, preserve the old residence and restore its gardens close to it. Only provide
disabled parking areas!

3/29/2019 7:06 PM

258 informal green space with minimal concrete. place to play and for simple enjoyments 3/29/2019 1:50 PM

259 Not sure at this stage, but this should be a public space for pedestrians and cyclists 3/29/2019 9:54 AM

260 Ideally, this includes: * meeting areas (tables and chairs with shelter, maybe a speaker's
corner); * green spaces (picnic areas, shaded spaces, native species for forage-able food and
education); and * facilities (well-maintained and eco-friendly toilets, showers, a basic camp
kitchen, BBQs).

3/29/2019 9:40 AM

261 A hydro therapy pool is needed for the growing elderly residents in Toowong Area 3/29/2019 9:31 AM

262 For the public to enjoy the river views. Definitely a park. Picnic tables. Maybe a rotunda for
outdoor weddings or something. A small cafe / bar. For the area set back from the river, a mini
rainforest, for forest bathing. It's so far to go to the nearest rainforest. And in the world we are so
lucky to live in an area that actually has / used to be rainforest. Reports by early European
explorers such as Allan Cunningham and Oxley indicate rainforest once fringed the Brisbane
River and its major tributaries, especially on the broader floodplains such as St Lucia and
Seventeen Mile Rocks. The surrounding area of Toowong is dense with buildings so the ABC
Park could be a good respite. You could also maybe put some small fun amenities like an
outdoor table tennis table (like other brisbane parks); Some permanent furniture that you can
lounge on (like the New York High Line). Etc.

3/29/2019 12:54 AM

263 I would need to think about this. 3/28/2019 6:37 PM

264 A city hopper ferry stop really goes against the idea of creating a free public space. No to that
idea.

3/28/2019 1:25 PM

265 A space like New Farm Park which is well utilized by family and people of all ages. Spaces of
this type enhance your life in so many ways. As people move into appartments and higher
density housing becomes the new normal our green spaces will be very important to even the
people who aren’t thinking about these issues at the moment. Around the world you can visit
many cities and you realize very quickly how much people treasure and love their green spaces
complete with large trees and benches to enjoy these restorative oasises.

3/28/2019 12:59 PM

266 Ministadium for street artists 3/28/2019 12:47 PM

267 Riverside vegetation arboretum to represent vegetation before colonisation and do some
carbon capture.

3/28/2019 12:38 PM

268 Outdoor speakers' area for community meetings. Indigenous art works. 3/28/2019 12:28 PM

269 Urban commons. A park area that can also be used for concerts and markets 3/28/2019 11:46 AM

270 It would be good to continue the bike path along the edge of the river all the way to the
university of Queensland or at least up to Guyatt Park.

3/28/2019 11:08 AM

271 A sculpture garden an Bothe sides of the river. 3/28/2019 10:56 AM

272 I work in Toowong, and think this would be a really nice spot to sit and have lunch when I need
to get out of the office, so some park/garden space and seating would be great.

3/28/2019 10:48 AM

273 Perhaps instead of an indoor hall, an open air but covered flexible space 3/28/2019 10:42 AM

274 Community garden 3/28/2019 10:38 AM

275 Children's play areas including water play area, especially if the public pool suggestion isn't
viable.

3/28/2019 10:31 AM

276 Skate/bike skills park, exercise equipment, playground with climbing structure. We really need
somewhere for young people and kids to stretch their legs and play with increasing numbers of
children growing up in units around toowong,st lucia, milton, auchenflower areas. So important
for them to have spaces for physical activity.

3/28/2019 10:27 AM

277 Re the ferry stop: i presume the only one around the area is at the Regatta Hotel area. They are
costly to build but i think a new one could be warranted (not that I'd use it). Others would know
more about this than I would. BBQs - very few if any people leave them as clean as (or in better
condition) than when they commenced using them.

3/28/2019 7:37 AM

278 An area similar to the south bank area near the jetty would be amazing. And a source of
economic benefit if it could be leased similar to South Bank Corporation leases

3/27/2019 9:12 PM
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279 The old Toowong library should be bought back by council and restored in sympathy with its
original architectural vision and used as a community hall space, where community and arts
groups could meet and have events

3/27/2019 8:37 PM

280 night lighting, power, water, bulletin board one side with a chalk board same as the model at
paradise street to book the picnic table there - love this and wish it was in lots of other parks!

3/27/2019 7:55 PM

281 A landing / abutment / entry point for the cycle / pedestrian bridge 3/27/2019 6:55 PM

282 These are all very good suggestions. 3/27/2019 5:11 PM

283 A community pool is needed. 3/27/2019 5:07 PM

284 Any of the above ideas are great. Perhaps it could be a good spot for a community garden or
dog park?

3/27/2019 4:06 PM

285 Green space. 3/27/2019 3:46 PM

286 combination of gardens ( green space ) and outdoor sport areas 3/27/2019 11:31 AM

287 Artspace 3/27/2019 11:22 AM

288 A community theatre!!//mixed use space but we really need more 100-200 seat black box
theatres!

3/27/2019 11:09 AM

289 The Site is a Cancer farm, give it to the private developers. We'll take the 5km of Coro Dr river
edge that is safe.

3/27/2019 9:46 AM

290 I hope that there should be City Hopper ferry station available in West End. 3/27/2019 9:02 AM

291 commercial and outdoor space. 3/27/2019 8:51 AM

292 The old house could be a marvellous community space.Not a good idea to create more
buildings if this is to be open space. Look at what has happened to Southbank & the Mall, both
once brilliant assets & now junked up with buildings.

3/27/2019 8:34 AM

293 Space for gardens, picnics and a good covered children's play area. 3/27/2019 8:21 AM

294 Children’s playground 3/27/2019 4:23 AM

295 a bridge, west end and toowong are awash with some of the best parklands in the south east
qld area

3/27/2019 1:03 AM

296 A new skate park, space for markets 3/26/2019 9:36 PM

297 The site was sold because of its connection with a cancer cluster affecting ABC staff. This is a
residual issue for the land and needs to be considered when future uses are being considered.

3/26/2019 9:17 PM

298 All of the above. Just dont make it commercial. A green space where people can just be. A
space to kick a footy have a barby and read a book in the shade of a tree.

3/26/2019 9:12 PM

299 I would suggest to look at some potential MVRDV projects of architecture urbanism; if the site
must be developed, there needs to be elements of public, semi public and so forth. The idea of
a swimming pool and outdoor auditorium would sit high on my mind.

3/26/2019 8:38 PM

300 A market space, expanding west end markets across a walking bridge as it is getting very
crowded at Davies Park a beach volleyball court A water fountain to drown out traffic noise from
nearby Coronation Drive Community garden

3/26/2019 8:26 PM

301 I run a small business where we run dance classes, we were without a venue for over 6 months
because there was no suitable community space for hire. Small start up businesses also benefit
from community halls because they don't have the cashflow to use dedicated business venues.
These halls should not have wedding hire prices as their default price. It would be amazing if
there was a small high rise/ multi level community hall space with rooftop garden and public
pool.

3/26/2019 8:25 PM

302 Something akin to Bunyapa Park, not necessarily the same, but an open space for a wide array
of uses or activities. Maybe a hard court area for futsal, basketball, bike polo etc.

3/26/2019 8:03 PM

303 Outdoor music venue, ziplines (lol), adult swings, terraces overlooking the river, plenty of shade
(large figs, cool shade structures)

3/26/2019 6:50 PM

304 BUILD A REPLICA OF THE GLOBE It would be the first *permanant* replica in the Southern
Hemisphere. It can be used for entertainment & educational purposes especially if built in a
similar way to the London version with a museum/community space under.

3/26/2019 6:14 PM

305 Green space corridor from toowong village down to river and along river bank with some
parkland for picnics with views along the two reaches of the river.

3/26/2019 5:53 PM

306 Any facility that would benefit the general public. 3/26/2019 4:53 PM
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307 Communal/flower garden so people can pluck some herbs and the bees have a place to
pollinate

3/26/2019 4:41 PM

308 A City Hopper link along Riverside Drive as there is no other across river link between West
End Orleigh Park and South Bank.

3/26/2019 4:10 PM

309 A park with toilet facilities is desperately needed in the Toowong area. 3/26/2019 1:10 PM

310 Toowong and moorlands park is <500m from the site. 3/26/2019 12:50 PM

311 Kids park 3/26/2019 11:50 AM

312 A family-friendly space with a pool and water play, community food garden to provide a place
for people in surrounding units/small lots to compost and pick fresh herbs, nature play, skate
park, and climbing frames and trees!

3/26/2019 11:42 AM

313 Green space, we desperately need more greennnnnn. 3/26/2019 11:42 AM

314 City cat terminal 3/26/2019 11:15 AM

315 Brisbane severely lacks green space. I have lived in Shanghai- A very populated city with high
density living. Relatively, Shanghai has better supply of green, public space than Brisbane.

3/26/2019 11:09 AM

316 Perhaps pool and park - there used to be one nearby in Toowong 3/26/2019 10:09 AM

317 A park similar to Bunyipa on Vulture St, West End, but with more shady trees. 3/26/2019 10:06 AM

318 Art work, Drinking Fountains, Bike/Scoooter parking, Shade, paths for children to learn to ride
scooters, bikes, etc. (like the bike park at Aura in Caloundra, adventure play ground (like Lions
Park in Gladstone http://www.healthyactivebydesign.com.au/case-studies/lions-park ) Rather
than a pool incorporate some water fun activities like out at Yarrabilba
http://www.healthyactivebydesign.com.au/case-studies/yarrabilbas-darlington-parklands
Building in inter-generational elements would be great too. Don't build car parking into the plan
to encourage getting there by active means, especially if the green bridge goes in and the
space is connected to pathways that join up to other pathways from activity/transport
centres/stations.

3/26/2019 9:52 AM

319 Hub for onwards travel between West End and Toowong - like a welcome to Toowong garden
or a guide point for where to go for your onward journey.

3/26/2019 9:35 AM

320 The fact that a city hopper stop could be considered for this site just shows how much West
End residents are being considered in this whole mess. Maybe the city hopper terminal should
go from West End public jetty to either Milton or Regatta.

3/26/2019 9:30 AM

321 No sure of the area involved, but definitely a space to relax, play and enjoy peace and fun with
family and friends.

3/26/2019 8:03 AM

322 A playground similar to Frew Park in Milton 3/26/2019 6:41 AM

323 As long as the land isn’t contaminated and the cancer causing issue was the actual tower. 3/26/2019 5:18 AM

324 The main aim should be to connect this river edge with toowong shopping centre and the
pedestrian zones around this hub. Subsequently the function of the public space should
stimulate connection as well as dwelling along the river edge; activating our city’s biggest asset!

3/26/2019 5:07 AM

325 Please, provide some place for our wildlife to refuge in! Leave the existing gum trees alone, and
provide native plants/mangroves as habitat.

3/26/2019 12:36 AM

326 A bridge might really destroy the riverfront view and character of west end but a ferry terminal at
the site of the current recreational jetty might allow for ferry access across the river between.
CityCat > City Hopper here. I would support a green bridge if the design is nice, subtle and
blends in with the gardens and parks of the west end. Perhaps a tunnel under the river would
be more appropriate. but it would be more expensive and would have to be very generous in
size to allow pedestrians to walk under the river feeling safe and not claustrophobic with cyclists
and other pedestrians. more efforts would need to be made to make a tunnel feel safe at night
compared to a bridge as well and that is one thing to consider.

3/25/2019 11:29 PM

327 Community vegetable garden 3/25/2019 11:21 PM

328 I think the money should go to the City Cat stop in West End ( bottom of Victoria St) then you
could get it across to the Toowong stop. There would not be a need for foot bridge.

3/25/2019 10:37 PM

329 Low-cost public housing incorporating a Community hall. Open space/ community gardens. 3/25/2019 10:35 PM

330 A large underground parking facility, merged with a multi-modal passenger transfer facility,
including a pedestrian tunnel that crosses over the railway level (but below the level of Benson
Street) to integrate with Toowong Village. Also, the Toowong Citycat stop should be integrated
via a tunnelled 2-way moving walkway (or tram shuttle).

3/25/2019 10:34 PM
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331 Waterslide/s? 3/25/2019 10:01 PM

332 Community hall with shared vege gardens, bee hives, natural bio swales to aid storm water
management and solar panel site.

3/25/2019 9:46 PM

333 Pet friendly park/garden with bike parking and a swimming pool 3/25/2019 9:41 PM

334 Community garden 3/25/2019 9:30 PM

335 A key priority should be extending public foreshore access on both sides of the river, since
these linear parks are heavily used by walkers, bike riders etc. I would also really like to see
public foreshore access extended east of the West End ferry wharf to Dutton Park. Some of this
land is already in public ownership, already being used as a park, or belongs to Catholic
Education Brisbane.

3/25/2019 8:42 PM

336 Bike skills park (eg https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voj_KeA4FEA), large shelter to hold
events or community workshops

3/25/2019 8:41 PM

337 NB City of Sydney purchased an approved DA to create Pirama Park in ULTIMO ... there is
precedent

3/25/2019 8:36 PM

338 Similar to Flowstate on South bank - a leisure green space that provides accommodation for art
/ theatre exhibitions

3/25/2019 8:19 PM

339 The walking bridge from West End to toowong is the best idea for the space I feel, and some
parkland as well if there is enough room. The walking bridge would really help to reduce
transport issues between the areas.

3/25/2019 7:49 PM

340 Dog friendly space 3/25/2019 7:43 PM

341 an all weather outdoor commons space / village green for performers to use free of charge
among other things which supplies amenities including power. & definitely a skatepark.

3/25/2019 6:58 PM

342 Awesome adventurous playground esp for older kids. Nature play style. Big logs and climbing
opportunities. Skateboarding jumps/rails.

3/25/2019 6:50 PM

343 A place to buy coffee while enjoying the park. 3/25/2019 6:46 PM

344 Markets to replaced the old West End Markets. That would certainly lead to greater usage of the
new footbridge.

3/25/2019 6:41 PM

345 Parklands 3/25/2019 6:40 PM

346 Open public space along the river should be preserved as much as possible. 3/25/2019 6:32 PM

347 PCYC for the kids as there is nothing for all the kids to do Int west end. 3/25/2019 6:26 PM

348 Community Theatre 3/25/2019 6:10 PM

349 Gardens surrounding the start of a walk/cycle bridge - not to be used for markets, traders, music
venue or another other commercial purpose apart from a ferry stop.

3/25/2019 6:02 PM

350 Science education centre/greenspace with uni/museum input 3/25/2019 5:56 PM

351 Why should this site be turned into yet another public park that the tax payer has to pay for the
maintenance and upkeep? The land has been sold! End of story!

3/25/2019 5:55 PM

352 Toowong and West End drastically needs space for greenery and public and family mingling.
This is good way to achieve that.

3/25/2019 5:14 PM

353 foot bridge terminus 3/25/2019 5:00 PM

354 I'm fine with it being private as long as it doesn't affect Coro drive traffic too much. 3/25/2019 4:48 PM

355 Also consider redevelopment of the ABC site being restricted to part of the site and the
remainder being used to extend the networks of public space, ped-bike links etc. A public
access link through this site could put Toowong Village centre within walk-bike distance of high
density apartments in West End riverside area.

3/25/2019 4:44 PM

356 Amphitheater 3/25/2019 4:38 PM

357 Small functions centre for local community groups, plus showers snd toilets. 3/25/2019 4:37 PM

358 not sure 3/25/2019 4:33 PM

359 Nothing - don't care and not a real issue. As a "green" councillor you should be focused on real
environmental issues. This space is a nothing issue when compared with what I've outlined
about river crossings.

3/25/2019 4:29 PM

360 Would be lovely to have a south bank style beach here 3/25/2019 4:20 PM
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361 publicly accessible open space, well lit, would be a good use .doesnt have to be grand. My
favourite park in the neighbourhood is orleigh park. a bit of space, green , trees, place to play for
the kids, free, keep it simple.

3/25/2019 4:15 PM

362 An outdoor community gathering space/ creative walkways with quiet areas here and there for
contemplation looking at the river/ sculptures/outdoor art space. Definitely no pool or basketball
court!

3/25/2019 4:14 PM

363 Masteplan process not this piecemeal approach. 3/25/2019 4:12 PM

364 Plus restaurant/cafe in heritage house 3/25/2019 4:12 PM

365 I’m very concerned about ‘development’ in green space. Green space should be exactly that.
Plants - trees, grass, open space. We do not need concrete slabs and huts or bbqs or basketball
rings. Open space is needed rather than all this artificial stuff. Orleigh park has too much of this
and the proposals for the green space along Milton reach also have unnecessary built stuctures.
What we need is trees for shade. Space for nature and place for natural play areas.PLEASE NO
MORE BUILT STUCTURES IN OUR GREEN SPACES.

3/25/2019 4:04 PM

366 Weekly market stalls 3/25/2019 4:03 PM

367 NOT an overdeveloped southbank-style-theme-park but something more quiet and reflective,
an escape from the surrounding overdevelopment.

3/25/2019 3:53 PM

368 Boardwalk / cycle track to UQ. Cyclist could avoid the roads into UQ on the river loop 3/25/2019 3:47 PM

369 Garden/parkland 3/25/2019 3:46 PM

370 A Pontoon that rowers can pull up at a coffee shop 3/25/2019 3:46 PM

371 Skatepark 3/25/2019 3:41 PM

372 Space along river fronts and other water bodies should always be public. 3/25/2019 3:36 PM

373 Water feature/play space for children. 3/25/2019 12:33 PM

374 It will be a difficult site to upgrade and incorporate into the surroundings. Perhaps a combo of
infrastructure and private (eg. commercial) use to help fund the project

3/24/2019 9:47 AM

375 Raised Herb gardens and pond included in general gardens. All in all I think a 25m pool with
gardens or just gardens with picnic areas on riverside if not much land would be left after pool
and changing area.

3/23/2019 8:40 AM

376 I'm not sure of the size of the site so my top choice is green space - trees, gardens, and picnic
suitable grass or even wooden low tables that double as seats (like japanese style tables). An
adult suitable swing set - they use swings to ground people in mental health practises, so as
well as it being fun for us all, it's a very cheap health initiative for the community! Also a
basketball court would be rad if space allowed for that as it's a fun team fitness activity - could
recycled materials be used for the court base rather than traditional cement?

3/22/2019 7:32 AM

377 Open space where you can sit, have a picnic, and enjoy the river. 3/21/2019 3:52 PM

378 keep the mangroves and as much remnant vegetation as possible. 3/21/2019 3:01 PM

379 Please by the land back for a Green area. 3/21/2019 12:28 PM

380 I do not think there is sufficient room for a pool or sporting facilities. It is more important to have
green space and large shady trees for everyone to relax in. There are sporting facilities at UQ
and the city cat opposite the Regatta Hotel.

3/21/2019 10:39 AM

381 Multi-use public space with minimal clearing to ensure biodiversity and sustainability. Maybe a
PERMACULTURE garden, community garden (like Jane St in WE) would be amazing.
Something to give back to the local community, that can be easily sustained. Community
composting too (ugh, get it together BCC, the Tweed Council provides composting to
residents!!!). I have a colleague involved in a project named 'Green the Street' that could offer
plenty of advice and volunteer planting/maintenance too! Also, native bees! Hives! Public
access honey! All that good stuff!!!!

3/21/2019 5:31 AM

382 Include public information boards about Brisbane/ the site's history and the ecology of the area
(and why it is important that we take care of it).

3/20/2019 9:45 PM

383 A venue for the community to gather - an amphitheater would be a great asset for concerts,
meetings along with a pool and a green space. A city hopper ferry stop would be a bonus!

3/20/2019 8:38 PM

384 Park and Ride 3/20/2019 7:53 PM

385 Any!! There aren’t enough decent / shared open spaces in the area 3/20/2019 7:53 PM
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386 To conserve/create green space I would like to see an elevated embarkation point on both
sides of the river for the pedestrian/cycle bridge with multi-level green space for public use.
Inspiration could be taken from the Urban Island Prototype, Seoul's Seoullo 7017 and
Barcelona's Highline. Provision could be made for dedicated children's playgrounds, a
skateboarding arena, outdoor gym, etc.

3/20/2019 5:35 PM

387 Brisbane river frontage has been sold for high density, luxury apartment living. What about the
ordinary folk. Families, students, young people need a place to escape from the immense
increase in population growth around this area and the reduction of park space. We need
greenery, we need trees, we need outdoor spaces if this city is to maintain its livability. We are
losing Mt Cootha to non residents and posibbly destroying the habitat of the Mt Cootha owl
colony. This is essential, not a luxury for this city. I was here when large parts of Brisbane was
rural. While I know that money in the pocket is better for some than a healthy environment. We
won't be able to turn back the tide if we kill off animal habitat and human need for a natural
retreat.

3/20/2019 5:18 PM

388 Just some 'relaxing by the river' passive recreation space 3/20/2019 4:49 PM

389 restored to river bank with mangroves and wetlands for cleansing stormwater entering the river
and flood management

3/20/2019 4:46 PM

390 A space for yoga, tai chi, qi gong, etc, away from active areas. Team sports are already well
catered for locally. Plenty of shade trees - some mature ones from the beginning.

3/20/2019 4:45 PM

391 Multi-purpose public space. Available for markets, free concerts, rallies and the like. Perhaps a
modest observation tower for city sight seeing.

3/20/2019 3:37 PM

392 Not sure - definitely community use. I haven't done a detailed study of the site. 3/20/2019 11:52 AM

393 Gardens first. Most other options are not really ‘green’ as recreational facilities are not often the
same as green spaces. A ferry terminal is already a stone’s throw away and would be a waste
of good money. Some trees to offset the concrete horror now surrounding Toowong Tower
would make for some balance.

3/19/2019 2:45 PM

394 Any of the above in preference to further unit towers!!!!! A place where all these unit dwellers
could enjoy some green space and generally relax.

3/19/2019 9:34 AM

395 Shaded space, but not indoor space. Not a pool - too much fencing and safety considerations.
The Regatta ferry stop is close enough; a new one not needed

3/19/2019 9:09 AM

396 Children's playground, shady trees. Possibly public jetty for launching canoes etc - but vehicle
access and parking could be too difficult.

3/19/2019 7:51 AM

397 Additional greenspace with trees and gardens would enhance the amenity of the area. 3/18/2019 4:23 PM

398 Toowong has lost a number of amenities, in particular green space - essential near the river .
This is an opportunity to let the suburb again after massive over development.

3/18/2019 4:17 PM

399 A bigger library, a development centre with access to tools and equipment such as 3d printers,
building tools, and so on.

3/18/2019 3:30 PM

400 Brilliant and gardens etc similar to Roma St Parklands .Couple of the buildings ie Middenbury
will remain and let's remember the old ABC site for the many who worked there - apart from the
tv building of course

3/18/2019 2:52 PM

401 we really miss the lovely little pool that used to be on Coro Drive between the former library and
Toowong Village. Another pool would be great.

3/18/2019 11:30 AM

402 Water splash and play park area 3/18/2019 10:50 AM

403 nature refuge for city wildlife, and as a site to trial inner-city cohabitation 3/18/2019 9:51 AM

404 playground 3/18/2019 9:13 AM

405 Outdoor public space is important as breathing space for those living in all the new tower blocks
in the area.

3/17/2019 4:34 PM

406 Community garden with weekend markets 3/17/2019 3:55 PM

407 A Regional Park 3/17/2019 2:53 PM

408 A dog enclosure a water course similar to that at Rocks river Gardens 3/17/2019 12:14 PM

409 A large open space for families to gather. Trees and a cycleway by the river from the Coronation
Drive cycleway. Make it somewhere locals can meet, complain, discuss, relax. Some sort of a
barrier between the park and the main road to isolate it from the traffic noise.

3/17/2019 12:02 PM
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410 It would be neat if it could be a winding, green bridge like the High Line in Manhattan - with lots
of native mini-gardens, little shade trees (if that's possible), little spots for picnics, and places to
just sit and take in the views. It wouuld be a lovely place to take friends from out of town and
overseas, and would boost Brisbane's "cool!" factor. I would definitely throw my tax dollars at
that!!!!

3/17/2019 10:40 AM

411 Not exactly connected by why doesn't the bike path continue along the river to this point and
then on to UQ

3/16/2019 9:56 PM

412 Playground! 3/16/2019 8:31 PM

413 Water based sports and river access and marina 3/16/2019 8:12 PM

414 Green, green, green - it is a very tightly packed area green would keep us sane! 3/16/2019 5:52 PM

415 Creating habitat for local wildlife Encourage biodiversity Support indigenous historical and
contemporary culture in Brisbane

3/16/2019 2:00 PM

416 Outdoor movie cinema overlooking the river 3/16/2019 1:19 PM

417 Plenty of open green space. No buildings or concrete areas, apart from around the BBQs and
the pool (and only a pool if there is plenty of space left). Large shady trees. The Milton Tennis
Courts were supposed to be open space but finished up largely built on. We have so few areas
of trees left. It's time to replace a few of those cut down in recent times.

3/16/2019 12:22 PM

418 Children's playground 3/16/2019 12:16 PM

419 A wild garden where local flora and fauna have a chance to flourish. Plus a community garden
would be good for all the apartment dwellers.

3/16/2019 12:09 PM

420 It should be a bridge that would benefit the whole community, or it should be apartments. That
space is too small to be a park.

3/16/2019 9:53 AM

421 If a city hopper were put there and plied between Toowong, Westend, Park Road and North
Key there would be no need for a bridge.

3/16/2019 8:00 AM

422 Don’t need a ferry stop if you build a bridge. Ferry stop probably cheaper, already got stop at
Regatta Hotel.

3/16/2019 6:42 AM

423 I would really like community food gardens and a public pool. 3/16/2019 12:28 AM

424 Outdoor cinema 3/15/2019 11:25 PM

425 The heritage building could possibly be adapted to a café/coffee shop or an old fashioned tea
rooms using the rooms as they are.

3/15/2019 8:42 PM

426 More trees and spaces for modern art pieces. Maybe spaces for small business like food trucks 3/15/2019 8:30 PM

427 Bridge connection to existing public infrastructure. 3/15/2019 8:05 PM

428 Please use the lovely old building to make a restaurant with next to it a playground so parents
can have a relaxed dinner :)

3/15/2019 7:03 PM

429 Children's play equipment 3/15/2019 5:33 PM

430 I cycle regularly between Chapel Hill, the cbd and West End so very keen for it to host one end
of a bridge. Other uses I think should be identified following a good needs analysis looking at
what is already available in the area. I'm ticking pool because just looking at the map of BCC
pools there isn't another one for miles.

3/15/2019 4:49 PM

431 The people of Toowong have been so overrun by large concrete developments. I think they
deserve open space for children and families to use. Maybe those locals should have a say in
what they would like as well?

3/15/2019 4:25 PM

432 Riverwalk 3/15/2019 3:44 PM

433 Plenty of Trees 3/15/2019 3:35 PM

434 Recreation is the most important - with all the new apartments, there are too few places to go
for a run or have an outdoor workout. Probably also need a dog park, so people don't feel a
need to get in a car to walk their dog.

3/15/2019 2:54 PM

435 protect the riparian zone which is critical habitat for mangroves, curlews etc- UQ plans to
develop its riparian zone, further fragmenting wildlife corridors A rainforest/ shade trees/
community garden Heritage residence on site to be offered to National trust to run tours or the
local Toowong historical society for local history displays or even a cafe to fund the site if it is
heritage friendly

3/15/2019 2:49 PM
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436 Community garden - growing space or a specialized garden of Indigenous Plants ....Local
indigenous groups could let everyone know what the original plants in this area were and what
you could eat etc.

3/15/2019 1:43 PM

437 Open, free play park. 3/15/2019 12:01 PM

438 Potential rowing/kayak pontoon under bridge, or viewing platform for races. 3/15/2019 11:50 AM

439 There would be a community memory of the Toowong Baths that existed opposite the focus site
and that can only be favourable especially in the promotion process. I'm not against a
footbridge between Toowong and West End but a City Hopper would be cheaper and a great
asset there.

3/15/2019 11:36 AM

440 This is a wonderful idea. One item, that no doubt would be already considered in the planning,
is access to and from the site particularly across, under or over Coronation Drive. In a way it
could be like a mini "SouthBank" precinct.

3/15/2019 11:23 AM

441 There is a beautiful, old Queenslander on the site and this could be the feature of a large
greenspace, rather like Newstead House. Toowong, Taringa and Auchenflower are being totally
overdeveloped. We are losing our Tin and Timber charm which makes Brisbane unique. Too
many highrises planned with no parking, expecting residents to use bikes! As if! We all know
that Aussies love cars and expect to use them. This is a nightmare for residents. What are you
doing to curb this excessive over development? As for bikes! Have you ever tried to use the
underpass near Wesley Hospital to get to walk along the banks of the Brisbane River?
Pedestrians take their life in their own hands as cyclists speed past at an excessive pace, in
spite of the 'lanes' supposedly devoted to them. Incredibly scary! So, NO, to a bridge for cyclists!
I would not want another place for cyclists to whizz past me as I try to walk in areas they think
solely belong to them. If they could be separated by concrete or wire lanes from walkers, that
would be fine. I would love to walk to West End.

3/15/2019 10:36 AM

442 Outdoor stage 3/15/2019 10:07 AM

443 I'd rather a bridge than a Hopper spot; gardens, a public pool, and a cafe (in the original house
that remains on the site) would make this a real Brisbane landmark, and complement all the
many new appartments that have gone up, but not create a traffic problem

3/15/2019 9:52 AM

444 Have an exercise station there. 3/15/2019 9:45 AM

445 Green space, trees and natural shade 3/15/2019 9:31 AM

446 Location is perfect for a new park being riverfront on one side and the bike way on the other. A
city hopper would be a good addition if a green bridge proves too expensive in the short term.

3/15/2019 8:40 AM

447 If not a public pool, a water play space would be great. 3/15/2019 7:52 AM

448 We have a massive shortage of safe play equipment for young children along the river corridor,
particularly on the West End side. You have to go to either Southbank or Orleigh Park with 40
mins walk between them! All those young professionals being attracted to West End apartment
living are having babies! Wake up to reality urban planners, and provide for your communities.

3/15/2019 7:37 AM

449 Public spaces around Sunland's development would be a good use for the land (as originally
proposed).

3/15/2019 7:29 AM

450 Social Housing 3/15/2019 6:28 AM

451 This is prime riverside land – the northside has nothing in a central spot like this after the
Botanic Gardens. Riverside land should be for the public to enjoy!

3/15/2019 12:27 AM

452 Shaded, fully fenced playground. Nature playground. Water park. Bike parking and access. 3/15/2019 12:26 AM

453 Kayak ramp please - access to river 3/15/2019 12:20 AM

454 A small lookout tower perhaps? Also an Aboriginal marker on site, with some of the history of
the area.

3/15/2019 12:11 AM

455 A public park needs to have something distinctive to draw people. Perhaps a Garden of
Contemplation or Sculpture Park to escape the bustle of busy Coronation Drive, with shade,
seating, fragrant plants, rocks, winding paths, and surprising, stimulating pieces of sculpture, all
of course framed by the view across the river. Something where people can delight in exploring
or choose to sit quietly, that attracts all ages and abilities through its beauty and its appeal to all
the senses, that excites and at the same time gives a sense of peace.

3/14/2019 11:52 PM

456 Community food garden 3/14/2019 11:25 PM

457 We need more green space and so does our wildlife! How about green space with a water
feature, AND a community hall AND lots of nest boxes for birds and marsupials, and some
beekeeping options and a community garden.

3/14/2019 11:16 PM
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458 Free Art space 3/14/2019 11:08 PM

459 A bridge - not just a pedestrian/cycle bridge, but a vehicular bridge with lanes for cycles and
pedestrians. We in the western suburbs need better access to South Brisbane. To cross the
river we currently have to run the gauntlet of VERY busy Coronation Drive (or Milton Rd) to the
city, OR the elderly Walter Taylor Bridge and the route around Tennyson and Yeronga. A bridge
would improve access across the river and potentially take some traffic away from Coro Dve.

3/14/2019 10:49 PM

460 Probably not a pool, that would just be weird and also not very popular in winter. 3/14/2019 10:45 PM

461 Public and private buildings for Commercail use andmixed public use. 3/14/2019 9:57 PM

462 They are all great ideas. Perhaps the frisbee area could be used for Tai Chi or Pilates in the
early morning, as Council does in other parks. A small play park area, so that all ages are
catered for.

3/14/2019 9:43 PM

463 Riverwalk for pedestrians and cyclists, allowing cyclists and pedestrians to bypass the
bottleneck/hill at Toowong and taking them more directly to UQ.

3/14/2019 9:08 PM

464 Memorial recognising traditional custodians. The bridge ideally if built will be in consultation with
mob and their wishes.

3/14/2019 9:02 PM

465 End of a bridge. 3/14/2019 8:41 PM

466 Research shows to be sustainability we need to preserve average 50% greenspace but new
devs have next to none. All devs should have at least 30% greenspace MANDATED (not
guideline) and compliance enforced. So Toowong needs to provide that greenspace and the
ABC site is ideal. It will tie in well with the new walking strategy being developed by TMR

3/14/2019 8:30 PM

467 Community gardens and options for food growing 3/14/2019 7:47 PM

468 None, this site is not safe and should not be used as a public space. Slap in the face to those
who were devastated by this site.

3/14/2019 7:39 PM

469 Skatepark 3/14/2019 7:00 PM

470 The old ABC site would make a good viewing space for the fireworks displays from South Bank
at Riverfire etc. Family gatherings could spread their picnic rugs there and spread the load for
South Bank and Kangaroo Point cliffs

3/14/2019 6:13 PM

471 Walking paths with seating for people to stop and rest, or read and enjoy the gardens which
could be created n the area. Most of the items suggested would be fine so that public can make
use of outdoor areas with trees etc. Areas like these are diminishing which is rather alarming.

3/14/2019 5:57 PM

472 I am not a member of the Toowong community so I am not sure what they need. The above
ideas seem fine to me. I think this space should be designed with and for the local residents.

3/14/2019 5:53 PM

473 any community facility.. 3/14/2019 5:35 PM

474 A bridge to West End 3/14/2019 5:10 PM

475 Undertake an assessment of what park infrastructure is lacking in the local community. It should
be a high amenity park like Free Park.

3/14/2019 5:08 PM

476 A park with grass and trees and an area for young children to play. 3/14/2019 4:56 PM

477 Table tennis table similar to the permanent one at West End. A designated space where artists
can paint (i.e permanent easels) and the public can watch them and chat to them.

3/14/2019 4:50 PM

478 A space not unlike Newfarm Park with kiosk, parklands and barbecue facilities. Not another
cyclist area. Something for families and visitors to Brisbane.

3/14/2019 4:33 PM

479 Performance Amphitheatre (like southbanks (smaller) or riverstage. 3/14/2019 4:28 PM

480 A community use for the heritage home on the site. 3/14/2019 4:22 PM

481 How awesome would it be to have a New Farm Park of the inner West! I would want to replicate
all those facilities. It doesn't need a city hopper stop - the regatta is just down the road, just
improve the footpath between the two.

3/14/2019 4:07 PM

482 We need more garden areas for children to play, perhaps a water feature as in 17 mile rocks
park. We need more parking. What will happen to the Wooworths site? The congestion on the
road through Toowong can not be considered good town planning. Where are the so called
signature buildings going. A levy from developers is a great idea

3/14/2019 4:05 PM

483 An indoor heated pool - sadly lacking in the western suburbs. Outdoor pools in our sunstate are
a disaster for our skin. Plus an expansive native forest with local species. And there would need
to be some car parking - maybe underground?

3/14/2019 4:04 PM

484 Some intelligent bike-parking would be an asset. 3/14/2019 3:35 PM
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485 Kids’ playground 3/14/2019 3:33 PM

486 Parkland that allows for groups but also planting of our lovely natives. 3/14/2019 3:32 PM

487 a good site for high rise apartments 3/14/2019 3:28 PM

488 Community Garden - food herbs water tank etc OR mini Botanical Gardens similar to Mt Cootha
/City gardens

3/14/2019 3:16 PM

489 Use it for a better cycle connection from Regatta to UQ 3/14/2019 3:07 PM

490 A modified Southbank could be used as the blue print. The Toowong pool that used as kids was
great. There's so much logic in your idea as Toowong becomes a concrete jungle. Developers
of the future Woolworths site should be made to include more public space or offset that with a
contribution to this project

3/14/2019 3:06 PM

491 Have the cityhopper stop adjacent to the bridge to create an interchange, and a high quality
pedestrian and cycle link to toowong station

3/14/2019 3:06 PM

492 Definitely a dog park. There are many dogs in this area now and a doggie park next to the river
would be ideal. There are more than enough playgrounds etc. No-one really cares about our
beautiful animals - except of course the top people who own them.

3/14/2019 2:59 PM

493 With our country heating up, we need as much green space as we can get 3/14/2019 2:49 PM

494 Definitely a public pool. There are no pools in the western suburbs north of the river. That is
from Milton to Bellbowrie. The nearest are Bellbowrie and the small Ithaca pool.

3/14/2019 2:48 PM

495 Information space showing the history of Toowong and the ABC site....a dog off leash area to
get all the doggy loving people involved.

3/14/2019 2:45 PM

496 -Public toilets (nearest ones along the cycle route are Guyatt Park. Nothing towards the city
until Brisbane Botanical gardens). - Solar powered sculptures and exhibits demonstrating how
Solar Power can be used. Get AGL/Origin to fund these exhibits. - Recycling depot (similar to
NOWRA in West End). The 10c refund is good but there are few places where you can get that
refund. The 'bag' drop locations are useless (eg UQ) and I will never use them.

3/14/2019 2:11 PM

497 Years ago, the council sold off the public pool that was on the opposite side of the road at
Toowong- a very retrograde step in my opinion. It is a wasted of water to have so many small
private pools hardly used instead of public pools and where people can meet and mingle. It
would be great of have a community vegetable garden. Parking wold be a problem so a bus
stop and or ferry terminal would be needed near by and people encouraged to sue public
transport by ensuring regular services.

3/14/2019 2:10 PM

498 Lots of trees for shade and water features for kids to play but definitely a public space especially
with so many high rises around and generall lack of trees With our climate wouldn't it be
pleasant to walk around the streets and parks under the shade of trees instead oh the hot bright
sun. And with climate change shouldn't we be planting trillions of trees wherever possible
especially our parks and streets

3/14/2019 2:04 PM

499 tbh there's already a park big enough to do things like throw frisbee on the other side of the river
but ion live in toowong ;)

3/14/2019 1:47 PM

500 A public library integrated into a green landscape with artists and sculpturers invited to exhibit
their works. A bike repair station too.

3/14/2019 1:35 PM

501 Art display (for statues/big works) Something that could be used by both locals as well as a
visitor attraction

3/14/2019 1:18 PM

502 It’s a large site it could encouncompas many activities it could be the best public space in
Brisbane.

3/14/2019 1:14 PM

503 A swimming pool , community hall/markets, night food markets, green space for
exercise/yoga/tai chi/ art groups to plein air, outdoor chess, basketball +skate park, etc would
be inclusive of all ages and would encourage residents to exercise and relax in a lovely
environment.

3/14/2019 12:51 PM

504 Plenty of native food trees for wildlife. 3/14/2019 12:50 PM

505 Also community arts space 3/14/2019 12:19 PM

506 A space like this could be multiple use ( recreational and a ferry stop) and the existing heritage
building could be used as a community centre or leased for use for a cafe to be used by people
using the green space.

3/14/2019 12:13 PM
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507 Spaces should be dual purpose for the public so the combination of a foot bridge and ferry stop
would align with green space for the community of Toowong and Brisbane to use and have
direct access for recreational use to the river. There are an increasing number of children living
in units in Toowong with little of no access to green recreational space in easy walking distance
of their home.

3/14/2019 11:54 AM

508 This is a very small site and I am in favour of a plan that offers maximum flexibility and green
space. Perhaps a small water park instead of a full sized swimming pool? Anzac Park nearby
offers some facilities for organised sporting activities. A City Hopper stop if it does not take up
too much space. Can City Hoppers be co located with exiting ferry stops?

3/14/2019 11:45 AM

509 Integrate with my earlier bridge suggestions so all devpts merge into one overall concept. Be
sure any public pool has plenty of water fountains for young families like the beaut ones at
Rocks Riverside Parkland.

3/14/2019 11:36 AM

510 Any opportunity to build a bridge in this area is worth investigating. I would also prefer a river
crossing for traffic as well..

3/14/2019 11:28 AM

511 All of the above, as many as would fit in the space, but priority to a swimming pool 3/14/2019 11:28 AM

512 A personal recommendation is a small dirt loop for bikes & kids, similar to what can be found at
Bowman park in Bardon or Teralba park in Mitchelton. These spaces are heavily utilized and
cater for children of ALL ages, not just the 1-5 age group. Providing oportunities for older kids to
get outside and have fun is vital in a urban environment, and this offers a low cost, low space
requirement option to do so. As they say, idle hands are the devils plaything, so let's give them
something they can do!

3/14/2019 11:27 AM

513 A space similar to South Bank would be ideal with a children's play park 3/14/2019 11:16 AM

514 Anything other than more hirise 3/14/2019 11:09 AM

515 Toowong History museum and cafe on the site. 3/14/2019 11:08 AM

516 The abutment for the footbridge. A memorial to breast cancer victims - that is the reason the
ABC abandoned the site in the first place. What was the indigenous use of this site? - maybe an
explanatory plaque?

3/14/2019 11:06 AM

517 A native garden and place for birds 3/14/2019 11:03 AM

518 Above all, there should be no large blocks of units. Keep it green. 3/14/2019 11:01 AM

519 It would be brilliant to have a public pool - the one that was previously across the road is sorely
missed - but a outdoor amphitheatre for concerts/films/other performances would be excellent
too, along with space for picnics etc.. Think of all the outdoor film nights the local and federal
pollies could sponsor on summer evenings! ;) I visited Vancouver recently and was horrified
how that city, reputed to be quite beautiful once upon a time, now had high rises all along the
waterfront. I can see Brisbane going the same ugly, way in a decade or so, excluding people
from enjoying the river and fostering isolation rather than a sense of community. Overall some
space for recreation would make a major impact on the liveability of this area - especially crucial
given the high density housing in this region.

3/14/2019 10:59 AM

520 I don’t object to the other suggestions but would like to more space for informal activities I think
Orleigh Park at West End is a great place for picnics young children walkers and lots more The
Park at Noosaville is another good model

3/14/2019 10:57 AM

521 A variety of covered but not enclosed spaces with/without seating. 3/14/2019 10:56 AM

522 Take Frew Park reclamation by Council as a precedent- that happened due to public objections
to a commercial development - it should never have become private property

3/14/2019 10:52 AM

523 A beautiful public park green space with bbq open gathering spaces for the community - make it
very contemporary with latest innovations.

3/14/2019 10:39 AM

524 Lots of native trees and shrubs Discovery trail for kids An inventive playground 3/14/2019 10:38 AM

525 The site should have never been sold due to the cancer cluster there. As a former ABC
employee I was horrified when the land was sold to have units built. The reason for the cancer
cluster has never, as far as I understand, been determined and it was very shortsighted to sell
the land for units. Middenbury house is already heritage listed so the land surrounding it should
be restored to parkland for all to enjoy. Middenbury should be donated to the National Trust
along with some funding for the house to be restored to its former glory and then opened to the
public, for a small fee, to view. This in my view is a much better and more productive use of the
land.

3/14/2019 10:37 AM
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526 A playground for children like the wonderful playground in New Farm Park amongst the trees or
the more recent playground at Frew Park in Milton. A coffee shop like at Frew Park or a coffee
cart like at New Farm Park A covered venue for weddings that could be hired out by the
Council/State Government Department A licensed venue with a regular restaurant and a venue
for wedding receptions

3/14/2019 10:36 AM

527 Outdoor meeting space but primarily for people to meet in small groups and enjoy the outdoors 3/14/2019 10:34 AM

528 The biggest issue with turning the area into usable public space will be PARKING!! Lots of it,
and FREE. It's no use having great facilities if the public can't readily access them. Solve this
critical issue first.

3/14/2019 10:29 AM

529 Scenic lookout? Zipline (just joking)? Need to keep it largely open space. 3/14/2019 10:28 AM

530 Whatever is decided, how are people going to get there? Where will they park their cars? 3/14/2019 10:21 AM

531 A Western park like Southbank, Call it Westbank if you will. 3/14/2019 10:20 AM

532 Off lead dog park with space for separate puppy & small dog area (like at Anzac Park) This is a
flood prone area and any use should keep that in mind - I have ticked yes for the pool, but do
have reservations about potential clean up costs.

3/14/2019 10:17 AM

533 If there is a picnic spot where people linger for hours then there should also be public toilets.
Some picnic spots at Mt Coot-tha have no toilet facilities and as a result their amenity is greatly
reduced.

3/14/2019 10:16 AM

534 It is a beautiful spot by the river and it should be a beautiful park. 3/14/2019 10:13 AM

535 A cafe/restaurant 3/14/2019 10:05 AM

536 The gardens should be people friendly and have challenging playground equipment. 3/14/2019 9:58 AM

537 could be combined development with parklands and low rise apartments like Roma Street
Parklands.

3/14/2019 9:54 AM

538 Trees and benches along the river front 3/14/2019 9:52 AM

539 Planting (gardens) really, really important in this age of diminishing natural environments. What
about a meadow of native plants / grasses? How about some native bees? We need to connect
the site with the river for the benefit of people and other creatures who could share the space.

3/14/2019 9:51 AM

540 Brisbane needs more free public open green space 3/14/2019 9:49 AM

541 Inner city green space provides great amenity value and is proven to promote physical and
mental well being of urban residents

3/14/2019 9:48 AM

542 Cafe 3/14/2019 9:43 AM

543 Toowong needs more space to encourage community engagement and greenspace. Something
like a community garden or simply a nice neat area for Barbeques and picnics would deffinetly
be utilised by the residents.

3/14/2019 9:38 AM

544 A genuine park with lots of mature trees (CO2 absorption) but also space for children to play
and families to picnic and BBQ. A relaxing place for mental health. NB My understanding is that
there is arsenic in the ground due to a previous use. If so, this should be investigated to ensure
a healthy location.

3/14/2019 9:37 AM

545 The pool idea is absolutely tops and it should be heated in winter, an ALL YEAR ROUND
POOL. We lost the Toowong pool years ago and I still miss it. To attempt go to a public pool
from most of the Western Suburbs is a joke.

3/14/2019 9:35 AM

546 Trees, grass and lots of shaded seating but open space in the middle for said frisbees. Toilets
and perhaps a small commercial refreshment stand.

3/14/2019 9:33 AM

547 Parkland within a high rise precinct, provided the architecture is modern and appealing 3/14/2019 9:10 AM

548 A water park (like Southbank or Upper Kedron) with BBQs & open green space 3/14/2019 8:57 AM

549 Maybe an Indigenous Cultural Centre - Aboriginal art, dance etc. 3/14/2019 8:51 AM

550 A road/pedestrian/cycle low speed bridge 3/14/2019 8:45 AM

551 I am a fan of green spaces, whatever they are. As someone who lives in an apartment and will
most likely do so for the rest of my life, I like having nearby parks I can walk to. While I am not
likely to ever own a backyard of my own, all I need is a place I can go to feel the grass under
my feet.

3/14/2019 8:42 AM
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552 An amphitheatre on the river bank. A space that would allow a farmers market on occasion. A
scented, textured garden for the disabled. Exercise equipment that could be used by all age
groups (including the elderly) Leave as many existing trees as possible. Middenbury House
would make a lovely kiosk/cafe.

3/14/2019 8:41 AM

553 Kite flying, 3/14/2019 8:37 AM

554 FIRST ! deep survey of land as it MAY have been a DUMP for " Sand Miners tailings" -
radioactive !! I am aware of these places in Gold Coast , my dad in industry from 1946. Serious
cancer issues coming from under buildings.

3/14/2019 8:34 AM

555 Must be predominantly green space, not concrete or other hard surfaces. 3/14/2019 8:33 AM

556 Any of the above! 3/14/2019 8:32 AM

557 public art and green space combined kayak hire river access ramp for kayaks/canoes 3/14/2019 8:28 AM

558 Access for parking and traffic via Cornation drive a a big factor on how you can do that. 3/14/2019 8:28 AM

559 There is a need for the people who work in the Toowong commercial centre to have a
"breathing space" that provides access to the river. Even though Toowong is located adjacent to
the river, there is no access to the river because of past profit-driven over-development of the
river banks cutting off access. People need to have an accessible park that provides a place of
relaxation for the people who work and live in Toowong. A park that goes to the riverbank with
grass, gardens and trees will provide a great enhancement of the Toowong city.

3/14/2019 8:27 AM

560 Bridge connecting West End and Toowong with recreational area on both ends would make our
inner city precincts more liveable. Especially now when we a witnessing increasing construction
of apartment building in the area.

3/14/2019 8:26 AM

561 No frisbees bruh. Wtf 3/14/2019 8:25 AM

562 Mix of greenery and shelter for shade, plus a connecting green bridge to West End. 3/14/2019 8:24 AM

563 Shared green space ! Trees, maybe even a water feature. 3/14/2019 8:16 AM

564 Bridge over the river 3/14/2019 8:10 AM

565 Cafe or riverfront dining 3/14/2019 8:09 AM

566 Eat Street type set up with gardens, playing areas 3/14/2019 8:04 AM

567 More trees. Tropical garden. 3/14/2019 8:02 AM

568 A park with old style pullup bars and parallel bars(not the new ‘machine’ style equipment that is
being put in). Barbecues and trees are always nice too

3/14/2019 7:38 AM

569 Indigenous and post-colonial historical celebration installations. A community nutritional garden
and an indigenous food "garden". A water-play park. Deep, tall peripheral planting along the
Coro Drive side to shield, filter and protect the park users from the roadway and pollution.
Preserve and enhance the old home on the site. Continue the elevated bridge to connect to
Lissner St or Sylvan Road.

3/14/2019 7:31 AM

570 Plan would need to include car parking for limited mobility people and maybe 6 or so cars, a
clear bike route at the perimeter to limit risk of collision between kids playing and bikes. Shade
trees as well as grassed space. Design should limit damage from flooding and allow quick low
cost rehabilitation. At least a full half court basketball court with lighting until say 9pm (could be
solar). Consider whether something like the southbank green could work with a stepped seating
area to allow outdoor movie screenings or other community events without having to add a
building. Wi-Fi. Allocated areas for one or two coffee/snack carts to have short leases or even to
rent for the weekend with water and power connections and bins. A bike rack.

3/14/2019 7:26 AM

571 Cafe. 3/14/2019 7:24 AM

572 Renovate the historic home and convert to cafe and community centre. It is reminiscent of
Kenwood House in London - a beautiful community and concert facility.

3/14/2019 7:08 AM

573 Any chance we can get started on some community housing?? 3/14/2019 6:07 AM

574 A small oval for casual sport and kids playground. 3/14/2019 4:46 AM

575 Would love to see a community learning space that could share knowledge on different topics
about the natural environment and Indigenous history of the land it would sit on. A community
garden that would incorporate both would be really great. Have also noticed from other parks in
the area that fenced off dog zones seem to draw a lot of people to the park so it gets decent
usage.

3/14/2019 1:38 AM

576 We need more open space, so much has been lost. there are ferry stops nearby. no wifi. we
need trees, shade, grass etc

3/14/2019 12:59 AM
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577 Seating, natural surroundings and spacious 3/13/2019 11:58 PM

578 Outdoor gym equipment, cafe on the West End side 3/13/2019 11:31 PM

579 Outdoor Rock-climbing wall 3/13/2019 11:10 PM

580 Somewhere to shelter from the rain 3/13/2019 11:08 PM

581 First nations cultural centre. Indoor or at least under cover play area, protected from the sun 3/13/2019 11:01 PM

582 Outdoor venue eg ampitheatre 3/13/2019 10:45 PM

583 Provide adequate shade for hot days. Please do not make it a very hot concrete jungle like King
George Square. More grass is best instead.

3/13/2019 10:40 PM

584 A library - perhaps with some (indoor/outdoor shaded) study space for students 3/13/2019 10:15 PM

585 The ground is low lying - gardens / park space / picnic space best... eco-tourist spot. 3/13/2019 9:50 PM

586 Space for Community Yoga & outdoor gym equipment. 3/13/2019 9:49 PM

587 More ferry stops, more frequently. Do an express service from beyond UQ to the city, and the
same for the other end.

3/13/2019 9:42 PM

588 Lots of trees to off-set all the traffic and development in the area. Adequate lighting so that it is
safe at night.

3/13/2019 9:40 PM

589 Obviously the South Bank Pool is a fantastic asset for Brisbane and a similar water feature and
space for performers and picnics would be brilliant.

3/13/2019 9:39 PM

590 A covered but open space for active lifestyle programs such as yoga or tai chi. 3/13/2019 9:29 PM

591 Sustainability hub dedicated to teaching people climate change adaption. 3/13/2019 9:27 PM

592 Really great public art! There are so many new apartments for students in Toowong. These
young people need green space to relax and get together. I recommend a specific consultation
with uni students re how they would use and activate the space.

3/13/2019 9:21 PM

593 Low income/student housing 3/13/2019 9:03 PM

594 Great to have an alluring place for people by the river. A mini South Bank for the inner West. 3/13/2019 9:02 PM

595 Public art, toilets 3/13/2019 8:56 PM

596 Not sure how big it is, but something similar to Orleigh Park with a public pool/water sprinkles
for kids such as South Bank would be great. A community hall for events or playgroups,
community exercise classes would be good as well.

3/13/2019 8:53 PM

597 Connect with the bike track network. Activate the riverfront to encourage picnics and lying down
on grass and shaded areas (as an example, the riverfront mini-amphitheatre at Southbank's
southern end is popular).

3/13/2019 8:51 PM

598 Good park for all ages. 3/13/2019 8:46 PM

599 WOO! Frisbee! :) 3/13/2019 8:43 PM

600 City cat stop and glider stop on the west end side 3/13/2019 8:42 PM

601 A green public space for the enjoyment of Brisbane residents is a great idea. This area is
predominantly turning into high rise so this will be a great asset and act as a community hub

3/13/2019 8:38 PM

602 Park with shade, gardens, playground, bbq and exercise equipment (or at least a few of the
above) as space permits

3/13/2019 8:36 PM

603 A public space for picnics, for food trucks and gardens perhaps if spade allows. 3/13/2019 8:34 PM

604 * Outdoor concert venue * public sports fields * kid mazes * outdoor gym * another precinct like
Powerhouse in Newfarm ( as there is nothing like one in western suburbs) * market space *
water park * outdoor cinema * dance hall

3/13/2019 8:19 PM

605 Bridge crossing to West End 3/13/2019 8:15 PM

606 Extend cycle way for bikes/runners 3/13/2019 8:07 PM

607 If not a green bridge. 3/13/2019 8:07 PM

608 I think it would be great to have a park with some water activities for kids, similar to South Bank
or Rocks Riverside. Both of these places are very population with families so having a park like
this that caters to Toowong and the surrounding neighbourhoods would be fantastic.

3/13/2019 7:51 PM

609 Some semi open shaded space, with some open area for play. There has been such an
increase in density and units this space is very needed.

3/13/2019 7:36 PM
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610 I can throw a disc a long way. We'd love a soccer field length. Our ultimate (disc sport) would
make good use of this space as it would be between West End and Indro members.

3/13/2019 7:34 PM

611 Sharing library of some sort, like Brisbane tool library? 3/13/2019 7:29 PM

612 Gardens in particular, every suburb in Brisbane needs more green space with shade. 3/13/2019 7:28 PM

613 I wasn’t actually opposed to the beautiful champagne towers proposal. They would have added
some great design to the skyline. I think green space is a great idea but something of
architectural difference would be nice also

3/13/2019 7:24 PM

614 would this be a good spot for a skate park? 3/13/2019 7:05 PM

615 And lots and Lots of trees. 3/13/2019 7:04 PM

616 Football field! 5 aside court's are small and versatile. 3/13/2019 7:03 PM

617 Tiered outdoor ampitheatre by the water for occasional shows (similar to at Southbank) 3/13/2019 6:53 PM

618 A playground, screening trees to divide and shelter it from Coronation Drive. Used for BCC free
fitness classes and community activities. I'd also love to see a community garden collecting food
scraps for compost from all the flats around that bend of the river. Potentially part of the site
could be offered to the Mini Farm Project, who could come in with the expertise and
organisation to grow food for the homeless, with the help of nearby residents.

3/13/2019 6:51 PM

619 trees 3/13/2019 6:42 PM

620 honestly anything community based would be great but something with greenery and self
contained away from traffic would be super beneficial for the locals health and wellbeing.

3/13/2019 6:26 PM

621 Parklands with space for bbq’s, gardens and sports 3/13/2019 6:20 PM

622 Middenbury to be converted into a cafe or microbrewery, the natural slope of the sloped part of
the land to become an auditorium and the rest of it parkland.

3/13/2019 6:15 PM

623 playground 3/13/2019 5:53 PM

624 Toowong is short of public open space where you can sit without having to buy something.
Toowong is also short of unstructured green space, there are playing fields but few spaces were
people can sit and relax. A park here would allow people to sit and relax and enjoy the views of
the river and the cool breeze which comes from the river. In our high rise neighborhoods we are
losing vistas, places where you have an uninterrupted view for several kilometres. This park
could be one of these places which allow you to stretch your legs and also your horizons.
Access to the river would also be good.

3/13/2019 5:43 PM

625 one thing brisbane does NOT have enough of, given our climate, is splash/spray pads. these
are alternatives to pools: kind of like a kid-friendly fountain, with water jets etc kids can run
through. they don't need to be staffed, can run continuously during the day (or alternatively,
turned off in drought conditions), and provide a space for families, esp those with young
children, to cool off on hot days. this is SUCH a basic amenity: in toronto canada where i just
came from they are in EVERY SINGLE neighbourhood, yet here in brisbane where we regularly
suffer through heatwaves, we are forced to go find a public pool if we are not rich enough to
have our own - when a simple splash pad would do the trick!!!! see more at
https://www.toronto.ca/data/parks/prd/facilities/splash-pads/index.html

3/13/2019 5:38 PM

626 Not enough inner city public pools for somewhere as hot as Brisbane 3/13/2019 5:23 PM

627 25m Pool plus splash waterplay area for children, toddler pool or rock pools, water slides for
kids. There has been much residential development in Toowong and a huge increase in
children in the area without an increase in outdoor play facilities, and loss of play areas at
Toowong school. Secure bike parking area for commuters, shoppers and swimmers.

3/13/2019 5:21 PM

628 Large trees providing shade which may be relocated from development sites where trees are
being destroyed.

3/13/2019 5:15 PM

629 Something with trees. We need lots more trees in Brisbane. 3/13/2019 5:02 PM

630 A flat space for roller skating. Large Shaded area. Community garden. 3/13/2019 4:58 PM

631 Dog park 3/13/2019 4:54 PM

632 We don't have a pool in Toowong! What a great resource that would be, and with a bridge it
would service the hill end of West End as well. Close to the city, well serviced by public
transport it would be for more than just the citizens of Toowong.

3/13/2019 4:45 PM

633 Restaurant or cafe by the river 3/13/2019 4:29 PM

634 A free 'city' hopper between Toowong and West End or UQ and West End would be far less
environmentally impactful than a bridge.

3/13/2019 4:22 PM
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635 Ferry stop would be even better 3/13/2019 3:51 PM

636 A space for community members to be able to access tools and other materials for bike repairs
and other maintenance items.

3/13/2019 3:40 PM

637 I’d like to see a spot where people could spend a beautiful day out at no cost: a truly public free
shaded pool (meaning not one like the BCC pools that charge entry), lots of shaded comfortable
tables and benches where people could enjoy the view, a fenced children’s playground with
rubber matting (not bark since due to the fact that bark obscures dangerous items caregivers
have to hover which impedes play) and a basketball court. Nothing for sale on the whole site
and no entry fees.

3/13/2019 3:39 PM

638 Biodiverse native food forest, and space for getting locals involved in planting and maintaining
the gardens. Native trees suitable for providing plenty of shade, and native species that provide
habitat and food to wildlife. Composting facilities.

3/13/2019 3:36 PM

639 Outdoor climbing 3/13/2019 3:26 PM

640 Keep infrastructure minimal. Focus on creating beautiful gardens and spaces to relax. Maximise
shade with big trees like those at Orleigh Park.

3/13/2019 3:24 PM

641 Urban public space. Plazas and a transition between the riverfornt and the urban area of
Toowong.

3/13/2019 3:16 PM

642 Even though I’m in favour of more green spaces, I’m also in favour of more commuter car
parks.

3/13/2019 3:14 PM

643 Shade / seating with a view to the river / bins placed so they do not interrupt the view / shelter
shed /

3/13/2019 3:13 PM

644 The ultimate community in Brisbane would love a space to play games and toss a frisbee near
the heart of the city!

3/13/2019 3:04 PM

645 Outdoor gym 3/13/2019 3:02 PM

646 More public green space is needed. 3/13/2019 2:55 PM

647 A green space with plenty of trees for shade, probably need a few drinking fountains Bbqs
(would be good but only if practical) City hopper + bus stop + pedestrian/cycle path for easy
access

3/13/2019 2:46 PM

648 Outdoor exercise equipment 3/13/2019 2:44 PM

649 An interpretative centre highlighting the natural and Indigenous history of the Brisbane River. 3/13/2019 2:41 PM

650 Off leash dog area Community garden 3/13/2019 2:24 PM

651 I think this locale is very densely developed and has a very busy road . Open space is needed.
The bike path to the University could be redirected through the former ABC site. This would
reduce pedestrian bike use conflicts, as the footpath is very narrow.

3/13/2019 2:23 PM

652 Additional parking for Toowong station. As well as or instead of other answers I have selected. 3/13/2019 2:22 PM

653 Pet friendly!! 3/13/2019 2:22 PM

654 To replace to pool which the council sold previously. 3/13/2019 2:14 PM

655 Skate/bike activity centre 3/13/2019 2:01 PM

656 Access point to a pedestrian and cycle bridge! 3/13/2019 1:56 PM

657 Public 8-6 lane 25 m lap salt water chlorinated infinity lap pool 1.5m deep both sides by the
waters edge. Open and heated all year round. Parkland and a cafe similar to MIlton Green for
events etc........Connected with a pedestrian and cycling bridge to West End.

3/13/2019 1:53 PM

658 it is halfway between the city and Uni of Qld. A great area for casual cafes etc. 3/13/2019 1:52 PM

659 Green areas with room for independent restaurants and bars - Toowong's restaurant/bar scene
really only caters for students with chain stores and pubs (with a few notable exceptions). Some
independent restaurants/bars could draw on the increasing worker population during the week
and the locals would love to have something like this to support on weekends.

3/13/2019 1:48 PM

660 A swimming pool is a great idea as there is a lack of public swimming pools in the western
suburbs.

3/13/2019 1:46 PM

661 Playground for young children. Closest alternatives are Perrin Park, Guyatt Park or Toowong
Park.

3/13/2019 1:29 PM
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662 Mostly green space: trees, gardens and bench seating, an amenities block, sheltered picnic
tables and children's playground with play equipment, including rocking horses on springs.
Outdoor gym equipment for adults.

3/13/2019 1:19 PM

663 And a pedestrian/cycle bridge 3/13/2019 1:03 PM

664 Green space with a ferry access point would be fantastic! We have a gorgeous river that can
connect us instead of separating us

3/13/2019 1:00 PM

665 Parkland and green space. Trees for shade along bike & Walkways 3/13/2019 12:55 PM

666 It would be really great to see this space celebrate the values of the historic house on this site
and characterise the potential of this space based on its heritage quirkiness. The use of the
curtilage around the house with its veranda open spaces should be capitalised on (in a public
interest way) and open spaces should have uses that are consistent with the Conservation
Management Plan for this place (which may have to be updated if the site is not to be used for
units. I am thinking of Glebe Harbour heritage houses/incinerator spaces that are scattered
around the foreshore of the bay at Glebe, Sydney, which is owned by Sydney City Council.
Could be worth contacting Clover Moore to see their perspective on Council management of the
spaces (as a previous local and user of this great outdoor foreshore area I thought it was a
huge positive for the inner city area. As many Toowong locals live in high rise it would be a
wonderful opportunity to have an outdoor space with its own character defined by the historic
house on the riverfront.

3/13/2019 12:55 PM

667 Park space that has riverside activation. 3/13/2019 12:52 PM

668 *space to kick a ball around, one of the most common activities I see at Roma Street Parklands
on the lawn.

3/13/2019 12:31 PM

669 Bridge with green space or city hopper or another Cat dock 3/13/2019 12:25 PM

670 Gardens that specifically provide native habitat for birds and insects Also a pool and/or splash
park, if that's still wanted in the Toowong area; at this rate South Bank can't cater for everyone
in the inner city.

3/13/2019 12:25 PM

671 Dog park! 3/13/2019 11:37 AM

672 New school 3/13/2019 11:36 AM

673 Basketball court with lights would be awesome and some park area 3/13/2019 11:20 AM

674 An elevated bike & walking bridge should be the prime use. then other structures under or
around that Something with shade. We also need a bike track along the river from Kayes rocks
park to the Coronation drive bike track. BUT that area needs an SES (western group) HQ that
doesn't flood regularly. BUT that would take up almost the whole site.

3/13/2019 11:11 AM

675 Outdoor games tables of normal size so people can bring their own playing pieces. - chess; 3
men’s Morris; snakes and ladders. Social games for all ages. Handball grids; table tennis;
hopscotch. All plants edible. Fruit trees; herbs; bush foods.

3/13/2019 11:10 AM

676 a public park that celebrates the river. There is too much privately owned river bank that blocks
access by the public to the river.

3/13/2019 11:08 AM

677 Shaded areas from more trees! 3/13/2019 11:08 AM

678 Green bridge and green areas - possible communty garden 3/13/2019 11:05 AM

679 Native tree filled/garden public space 3/13/2019 11:02 AM

680 Artists outdoor spaces, inclusive media, evolving spaces for all artforms of the community,
including healthy food forestry, permacultual community gardening and living structures.

3/13/2019 11:00 AM

681 There are some cool multi-use facilities for kids/families around, with mini waterparks and
unusual play areas. Water should be a big feature of a new park, with increasing hot weather.
Should include good facilities for community meetings, gigs, theatre productions etc. There
needs to be ongoing funding for staff to curate and run such facilities.

3/13/2019 10:56 AM

682 Trees and lots of them 3/13/2019 10:55 AM

683 Skate or bmx park, lots of shade, adventure playgroung catering for older kids too 3/13/2019 10:44 AM

684 The Gardens should focus on space for people to enjoy garden space with plenty of grassy
areas and large trees to shade the gardens and people. Not too much concrete!

3/13/2019 10:39 AM

685 The house beside the brick building looks historic and if not, it’s beautiful regardless. I’d like it
restored and converted to a leased cafe and maybe venue space. I’d like the space around the
house converted to a green space including park and picnic facilities, some from of garden, and
additional recreational spaces for outdoor activity

3/13/2019 10:35 AM
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686 A southbank like space, with food, green space. Somewhere that is inclusive for young and old,
0-99

3/13/2019 10:33 AM

687 Green space with lots of trees (improve air quality, lower local temp and enhance the areas
aesthetic appeal)

3/13/2019 10:33 AM

688 Playgrounds for children. 3/13/2019 10:33 AM

689 Brisbane has suffered major loss of habitat, and most of our parks are bare grassy spaces. This
site should be used for regenerated bushland, with paths for people to enjoy a shaded space
that would also provide habitat for native species (birds, insects, reptiles, mammals). This would
also provide a major educational opportunity for community volunteers to learn about replanting
and the choice of appropriate plants for their own gardens, and a link to Indigenous groups to
incorporate and educate people about bush tucker foods. The Mt Coot-tha Botanic Gardens are
not far away, but much of that space is devoted to showing species from other parts of the
globe, with Australian species tucked into a back corner and potentially soon impacted (though I
hope it won't be built) by a disruptive zipline.

3/13/2019 10:30 AM

690 Nothing If it's too unsafe for ABC, how's it safe for anyone else. 3/13/2019 10:30 AM

691 And bike paths for young & old! 3/13/2019 10:19 AM

692 Given the spot is located next to an extremely busy road with a narrow walking and cycling path,
the incentive for sports, such as basketball (as much as it kills me to write this), induces
behaviours that could pose more of a threat to all uses of the adjoining public, ie objects
interfering with cyclists/pedestrians and, consequently, motor vehicles.

3/13/2019 10:17 AM

693 I would like to see some more facilities in the area for homeless folk, but I don't know enough
about 'how' such facilities would be planned etc.

3/13/2019 10:12 AM

694 A cafe in the old house on site 3/13/2019 10:11 AM

695 Outdoor bouldering public area like in Melbourne 3/13/2019 10:06 AM

696 Public toilets, shower and lockers. 3/13/2019 10:03 AM

697 Rock Climbing wall! 3/13/2019 9:59 AM

698 Riverfront active transport, active transport connection to Toowong station and the green
bridge. Surplus can be sold to a developer.

3/13/2019 9:54 AM

699 Native plants to provide habitats 3/13/2019 9:52 AM

700 Toddler play area (fountains) 3/13/2019 9:48 AM

701 Honestly not sure... would need to take stock of what else is available in the area. If a bridge
goes ahead, it changes things as suddenly facilities on the other side of the river become
available.

3/13/2019 9:43 AM

702 Brisbane NEEDS more greenspace. 3/13/2019 9:42 AM

703 Trees!!! Community spaces are nothing in hot old Brisbane without trees. 3/13/2019 9:40 AM

704 Something for everyone. Young or old. Not specifically for one group eg sport 3/13/2019 9:35 AM

705 It is appropriate that the private sector takes on the health risks associated with this site. 3/13/2019 9:34 AM

706 Open green space for recreation / exercise / picnics & bbqs. If there is enough space a
community hall or outdoor meeting space would be good.

3/13/2019 9:32 AM

707 A 400m all weather running track. 3/13/2019 9:32 AM

708 Dog park 3/13/2019 9:27 AM

709 Bicycle maintenance racks like I have seen on Grey St Southbank. Water bottle filling station
(that you can get your bottle under rather than dribbly bubbler style) Frisbee Golf - raised
basket chains for aiming a Frisbee into and parkour equipment like near Woody Point?
(spelling?)

3/13/2019 9:26 AM

710 Green, green, green 3/13/2019 9:26 AM

711 A bikeway along the river to connect the bicentennial bikeway with a future St Lucia riverwalk 3/13/2019 9:17 AM

712 Will never happen but a swimming enclosure in the river (like Mowbray Park in the old days)
would be sick. Maybe it's technically possible with some kind of water filtration system?

3/13/2019 9:15 AM

713 Trees trees trees trees. I like coronation drives native Australian trees, flowing that in to any
green space would be ideal

3/13/2019 9:12 AM

714 All of the above! Green space is so very crowded with people on weekends. Clearly residents
love it, so we need more!

3/13/2019 9:00 AM
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715 We already have community halls/libraries etc, but we lack green space. Play areas for slightly
older, children than what Orleigh Park caters for eg bicycle /mountain biking training track such
as at Bowman Park. This age group (early to mid-primary)is often neglected.

3/13/2019 8:58 AM

716 I would like a bowling alley built. There is nothing in this local community like this. Something
that everyone could have use of not just cyclists, children and pedestrians. Everyone!! There is
enough green areas at the moment.

3/13/2019 8:57 AM

717 Bridge and park. 3/13/2019 8:44 AM

718 One of the great features of Springfield is their new Robelle Lagoon attached to their Robelle
Domain Parkland. A water park like that in the inner west, complementing the South Bank
"beach" would be a great feature.

3/13/2019 8:38 AM

719 Green space. Dog off leash area perhaps? 3/13/2019 8:24 AM

720 Nature play parkland for all ages 3/13/2019 8:17 AM

721 Assuming there is no issues from a health POV 3/13/2019 8:14 AM

722 A city hopper to the Tennis centre 3/13/2019 8:11 AM

723 Native gardens and green space with lots of shade proving trees. 3/13/2019 8:00 AM

724 Recreational use with plenty of cover available 3/13/2019 7:57 AM

725 A small coffee shop 3/13/2019 7:55 AM

726 Public or private housing and mixed use commercial real estate. That could include a ferry stop
as well.

3/13/2019 7:52 AM

727 To recognise the memory of the ABC staff affected by the cancer cluster 3/13/2019 7:50 AM

728 This would be a great spot for a village square idea. A scenic picnic area with an indoor hall,
space for a local history museum or room, maybe an amphitheater. It could be a recreational
and meeting hub

3/13/2019 7:48 AM

729 Our parks are so popular - especially any with exercise equipment so more of that would
definitely get used.

3/13/2019 7:46 AM

730 Community food garden/city farm and green space with trees planted - we will need to create
tree shade.

3/13/2019 7:44 AM

731 Some kind of public art space for people to enjoy (like in many cities in Europe); suggest a
competitor for artists to design some works to be displayed. There are too few opportunities for
aspiring artists to promote their work in our city. And what about some kind of ‘poet’s corner’ or
‘speaker’s corner’ - for people to express themselves in the public domain to inform and
entertain.

3/13/2019 7:32 AM

732 Shade trees. Outdoor gym. Playground. 3/13/2019 7:31 AM

733 Mainly some park land to give something back to nature. 3/13/2019 7:27 AM

734 A large outdoor park and an indoor sports centre like the one West End used to have that are
now at Albion and Newmarket and will eventually be squeezed out of those spaces too.

3/13/2019 7:24 AM

735 As many trees and green things as possible please! 3/13/2019 7:14 AM

736 A community garden would also be great 3/12/2019 12:42 PM
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